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Dear Ms. Verdin: 

The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has finalized its review of the 
October 2, 2015 letter submitted by Chemical Waste Management, Inc., Kettleman 
Hills Facility (CWM-KHF) that disclosed a violation discovered by CWM-KHF. CWM-
KHF reported to DTSC that during a routine weekly inspection on September 30, 2015, 
of Hood #5, in the CWM-KHF laboratory (lab), the CWM-KHF Environmental Monitoring 
Department (EMO) Inspector discovered a one-gallon container of polychlorinated 
biphenyl (PCB) lab waste that had exceeded the 30-day Toxic Substances Control Act 
(TSCA) accumulation time limit by 38-days. 

In review of CWM-KHF's disclosed information, it was determined that CWM-KHF did 
violate a condition ofthe regulations as follows: 

Violation: 
CWM-KHF violated Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 Section 761.65(c), in that on 
or about September 30, 2015, CWM-KHF exceeded the 30-day storage limit for a one-
gallon container of PCB lab waste, a TSCA waste. 

CWM-KHF discovered the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste during a routine 
weekly inspection of lab Hood #5 on September 30, 2015. At that time, an EMO 
inspector found that the accumulation start date on the container of PCB lab waste had 
exceeded the accumulation time by 38-days. The accumulation start date noted on the 
container was July 24, 2015. 

Corrective Action: 
Upon this discovery, the CWM-KHF District Manager and CWM-KHF Laboratory 
Manager confirmed the error and immediately had the one-gallon container of PCB lab 
waste transferred to the CWM-KHF PCB building on the same day of discovery, 
September 30, 2015. The CWM-KHF PCB building is permitted by DTSC to store PCB 
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hazardous waste. This' move was documented on a Waste Transfer Log. The EMO 
inspector for the lab has been retrained and l~beling guide posters have been put up in 
the lab. No further action is required. 

· Findings: 
DTSC has reviewed information supplied by CWM-KHF in its submittals dated October 
2, 2015, January 29, 2016, and November 28, 2016 (See enclosed Memorandum). This 
information has led to the following findings; 

• The one-gallon container of PCB hazardous waste was discovered during a 
routin·e inspection and CWM-KHF immediately moved the hazardous waste Into 

·the proper storage area. 
• The PCB lab waste was stored in .an accumulation area designed to store RCRA 

and PCB wastes. The area also included secondary containment. 
• CWM-KHF voluntarily and promptly notified DTSC of the exceedance of the 30-

day storage limit and how It had addressed the Issue, showing a good faith · 
attempt by CWM-KHF to address compliance with regulations. 

· • In order to prevent r.eoccurrence of the error, C\IVM-KHF has re-trained 
laboratory personnel on the acceptable i;iccumulation location of PCB waste 
containers, re-trained staff on the proper way to label PCB waste a9cumulated ln 
the lab, and posted labeling guide posters at each lab hood to assist lab 

. personnel in filling out labels and selecting proper labels to affix to containers. 
• According to DTSC records and CWM-KHF, this is the first exceedance of the 

30-day TSCA storage lime limit within the past three years. · · 

Based on the facts presented, DTSC finds this violation does not meet the conditions for 
a Class I violation. There was no significant threat to human health or the environment. 
The storage time limit exceedance did not result'in the release of the hazardous waste 
and upon CWM~KHF's discovery of the one gallon container of PCB lab waste, CWM-
KHF immediately transferred the container to the on-site permitted PCB storage 
buitding. Therefore, DTSC will not seek any further action against CWM-KHF for this 
violation. l 

I 
DTSC thanks CWM-KHF for being forthcoming in disclosing the violation that was 
discovered and appreciates its efforts to achieve compliance. If you have any questions 
regarding this letter, I may be reached at (559) 297-3943. 

Sincerely, 

Original signed by April Ranney 

April Ranney 
Senior Environmental Scientist (Supervisor) 
Enforcement and Emergency Response Division 
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Enclosures 

cc via email: 

Maria Soria 
Environmental Program Manager I 
Enforcement and Emergency Response Division 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Maria.Soria@dtsc.ca.gov 

LeeAnn Young 
Environmental Scientist 
Enforcement and Emergency Response Division 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
LeeAnn.Young@dtsc.ca.gov 
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Barbara A. Lee, Director 
Matthew Rodriquez 1515 Tollhouse Road Edmund G. Brown Jr.

Secretary for Clovis, California 93611 Governor
Environmental Protection 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: FILE 

FROM: Ms. LeeAnn Young 
Environmental Scientist 
Clovis Regional Office 
Enforcement and Emergency Response Division 

DATE: July24,2018 

SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL (DTSC) 
VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE ANALYSIS OF CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, 
INC. - KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY'S (CWM-KHF) SELF DISCLOSURE REPORTED 
TO DTSC IN CWM-KHF LETTERS DATED OCTOBER 2, 2015, JANUARY 29, 2016, 
AND NOVEMBER 28, 2016 

I. Background 
In a letter dated October 2, 2015, CWM-KHF reported to DTSC that during a routine 
weekly inspection on September 30, 2015, of Hood #5, in the CWM-KHF laboratory 
(lab), the CWM-KHF Environmental Monitoring Department (EMO) Inspector discovered 
a one-gallon container of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) lab waste that had exceeded 
the 30-day Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) accumulation time limit by 38-days. 
The accumulation start date noted on the container was July 24, 2015. On the same 
day of the discovery, the CWM-KHF District Manager and CWM-KHF Laboratory 
Manager confirmed the error, and immediately had the one-gallon container transferred 
to the onsite CWM-KHF PCB building, a permitted storage area. 

As reported fo DTSC by CWM-KHF, lab wastes stored in Hood #5 have a 30-day 
accumulation time limit. Per CWM-KHF, it appears that lab staff may have mistakenly 
stored the container in Organics Hood #2 which is used to store Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) lab wastes having a 90-day accumulation time limit. CWM-
KHF personnel concluded the PCB lab waste container was likely mistakenly stored in 
Hood #2 and moved by an unknown person to Hood #5 close to the September 30, 
2015 date when the error was discovered. 
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A. Chronology 
On September 30, 2015, a CWM-KHF EMO Inspector conducted a routine weekly 
inspection of PCB Hood #5 in the CWM-KHF lab. The EMO Inspector observed that the 
accumulation start date on a one-gallon container of PCB lab waste was July 24, 2015. 
The PGB lab waste has a 30-day accumulation limit which, in this case, would have 
been August 23, 2015. The EMO Inspector noted that because the current date was 
September 30, 2015, the PCB lab waste had been held 38-days over the allowed time 
limit. That same day, the CWM-KHF District Manager and CWM-KHF Laboratory 
Manager confirmed the exceedance of the accumulation time limit, and moved the PCB 
lab waste to the permitted storage area in the PCB building. This move was 
documented on a Waste Transfer Log. See the CWM-KHF Waste Transfer Log, 
(Attachment 1 ). 

In a letter to DTSC dated October 2, 2015, CWM-KHF self-disclosed that on September 
30, 2015, CWM-KHF discovered the accumulation storage limit exceedance. regarding 
the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste in lab Hood# 5. The letter also addressed 
that upon discovery, and CWM-KHF management confirmation of the error, CWM-KHF 
immediately moved the container to the onsite permitted PCB building. See the CWM-
KHF letter to DTSC dated October 2, 2015, (Attachment 2). 

On December 29, 2015, Ms. LeeAnn Young, DTSC Environmental Scientist, conducted 
a focused compliance inspection at CWM-KHF. While there, she discussed the self-
disclosure notification with Mr. Paul Turek, Environmental Manager, and requested he 
respond to the nine criteria in the Cal/EPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for 
Voluntary Disclosure (Oct. 2003). Ms. Young left a copy of the guidance document with 

·
.
 Mr. Turek. See the Cal/EPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary 
 Disclosure (Oct. 2003) document, (Attachment 3). 

In a letter to DTSC dated January 29, 2016, CWM-KHF responded to the nine criteria in 
the Cal/EPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary Disclosure (Oct. 
2003). See the CWM-KHF letter to DTSC dated January 29, 2016, (Attachment 4). 

On October 31, 2016, DTSC sent a letter to CWM-KHF requesting CWM-KHF provide 
additional information regarding the accumulation time limit exceedance. See the DTSC 
letter to CWM-KHF dated October 31, 2016, (Attachment 5). 

In a letter to DTSC dated November 28, 2016, CWM-KHF responded to DTSC's request 
for additional information regarding the accumulation time limit exceedance. See the 
CWM-KHF letter to DTSC dated November 28, 2016, (Attachment 6). In this response 
letter, CWM-KHF stated they will re-train laboratory personnel on the accumulation 
location of PCB waste containers and on the proper way to label PCB waste being 
accumulated in the lab, and that they were in the process of placing labeling guide 
posters at each lab hood to assist lab personnel in filling out labels and selecting the · 
proper labels to affix to the containers. 
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On April 3, 2017, Ms. Tiffany Nef, DTSC Environmental Scientist, spoke to Ms. Reyna 
Verdin via telephone to request the following: 1) Training records of lab personnel that 
demonstrates CWM-KHF re-trained laboratory personnel on the accumulation location 
of PCB waste containers and on the proper way to label PCB waste being accumulated 
in the lab; 2) A copy of the labeling guide poster CWM-KHF stated they would make and 
affix at each lab hood to assist lab personnel in filling out labels and selecting the proper 
labels to affix to the containers; and 3) Photographs of the labeling guide posters affixed 
to lab Hoods #2 and 5. · 

On April 5, 2017, DTSC received the requested training records, a copy of the labeiing 
guide poster, and photographs of the labeling guide posters affixed on lab Hoods #2 
and 5, (Attachment 7). The review of these documents showed that one employee had 
been retrained per the training records received. Ms. Nef emailed Ms. Verdin to verify 
that one employee had been retrained and that there were no other employees that 
required the training. Ms. Verdin confirmed that there was one employee that works in 
the PCB area of the lab and therefore was the employee retrained, (Attachment 8). 

II. Conclusion 

A. Violations 
CWM-KHF violated the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 Section 761.65(c), in 
that on or about September 30, 2015, CWM-KHF exceeded the 30-day storage limit for 
a one-gallon container of PCB lab waste, a Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) 
waste. 

B. Application of the Self-Disclosure Policy 
The following are DTSC's conclusions of the review of CWM-KHF's responses to the 
nine criteria in the Cal/EPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary 
Disclosure (Oct. 2003) (Guidance), and to CWM-KHF's responses to DTSC's letter 
dated October 31, 2016 requesting CWM-KHF provide additional information. 

1. Systematic Discovery: 
The violation was discovered on September 30, 2015, when a CWM-KHF EMO 
Inspector was conducting a routine weekly inspection of Hood #5 in the CWM-KHF 
laboratory. At that time, the EMO inspector found that the accumulation start date on a 
one-gallon container of PCB lab waste had exceeded the accumulation time limit by 38-
days. The accumulation start date noted on the container was July 24, 2015. Upon this 
discovery, the CWM-KHF District Manager and CWM-KHF Laboratory Manager 
confirmed the error, and immediately had the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste 
transferred to the onsite CWM-KHF PCB building on this same day, September 30, 
2015. In a letter to DTSC dated October 2, 2015, CWM-KHF self-disclosed the violation. 

CWM-KHF stated that their Weekly Inspection Program (WIP) is one part of CWM-
KHF's three-part inspection program that is included in the Part B of their Permit. The 
overall inspection program consists of a daily inspection, a weekly inspection, and a 
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monthly inspection of CWM-KHF's waste management areas. CWM-KHF states an 
EMO inspector completes each inspection program within the specified time, and 
documents the findings. The inspector records the findings on a checklist for each area 
inspected and uses a system of Remedial Work Orders (RWOs) to document corrective 
actions. CWM-KHF management reviews the completed checklists and RWOs are 
tracked by the EMO for timely resolution of problems observed. The checklists and 
RWOs are then filed in the EMO operating records. During the period of non-compliance 
for this issue, the EMO inspector did not note that a TSCA regulated waste was being 
stored in a RCRA hood. The EMO inspector of the PCB area of the lab has since been 
retrained and labeling guide posters have been put up in the lab. 

CWM-KHF discovered the violation by their own internal auditing inspection procedures. 
Upon discovery of the violation, CWM-KHF immediately implemented corrective 
measures by properly transferring the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste to the 
onsite permitted storage area in the PCB storage building and documenting the move 
on a Waste Transfer Log, therefore meeting the requirements of this Guidance criteria 
item. 

2. Voluntary Discovery: 
CWM-KHF discovered this violation voluntarily. CWM-KHF did not discover the violation 
from the result of a legally mandated auditing, monitoring, or sampling requirement 
prescribed by statute, regulation, permit, variance, judicial or administrative order, or 
consent agreement. CWM-KHF discovered the violation during a routine CWM-KHF 
weekly inspection program they have in place. 

' 

CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item. 

3. Prompt Disclosure: 
CWM-KHF provided prompt written disclosure of the violation to DTSC. CWM-KHF 
discovered the violation on September 30, 2015. On October 6, 2015, DTSC received a 

.letter from CWM-KHF dated October 2, 2015 providing written disclosure of the 
violation. This is within the 21-day reporting period required by the Guidance. 

CWM-KHF's actions regarding prompt disclosure met the requirements of this Guidance 
criteria item. 

4. Discovery and Disclosure Independent of Government or Third-Party 
Plaintiff: 

CWM-KHF has demonstrated on the Waste Transfer Log that the violations were 
discovered through a routine weekly inspection program and was not prompted by any 
pending inspection, enforcement action, request for information, or third-party 
complaint. 

CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item. 
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5. Correction and Remediation: 
CWM-KHF discovered the violation during a routine weekly inspection of lab Hood #5 
on September 30, 2015. At that time, an EMO inspector found that the accumulation 
start date on a one-gallon container of PCB lab waste had exceeded the accumulatiQn 
time by 38-days. The accumulation start date noted on the container was July 24, 2015. 
Upon this discovery, the CWM-KHF District Manager and CWM-KHF Laboratory 
Manager confirmed the error and immediately had the one-gallon container of PCB lab 
waste transferred to the CWM-KHF PCB building on this same day, September 30, 
2015. This move was documented on a Waste Transfer Log. 

DTSC concludes that CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item by 
documenting the findings on the Waste Transfer Log and by the immediate movement 
of the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste to the onsite PCB building. 

6. Prevention of Recurrences: 
CWM-KHF ·has provided the following steps they have taken in order to prevent such an 
occurrence from happening again: 1) CWM-KHF will re-train laboratory personnel on 
the accumulation location of PCB waste containers; 2) CWM-KHF will re-train laboratory 
personnel on the proper way to label PCB waste being accumulated in the lab; and 3) 
CWM-KHF is in the process of placing labeling guide posters at each lab hood to assist 
lab personnel in filling out labels and selecting the proper labels to affix to the 
containers. 

On April 5, 2017, CWM-KHF provided the training records, a labeling guide poster, and 
photographs of the labefjng guide posters affixed to lab Hoods #2 and 5, (Attachment 
7). For details regarding DTSC's request for this information from CWM-KHF, see the . 
Chronology in section 1.A. of this document. 

DTSC concludes CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item. 

7. No Repeat Violations: 
CWM-KHF reported they are unaware ofany 30-day TSCA storage time exceedances 
or similar accumulation violations having occurred at KHF within the past three years. 
DTSC personnel confirmed CWM-KHF's statement by reviewing CWM-KHF's DTSC 
compliance history on DTSC's EnviroStor database and DTSC hard file copies of 
inspection report documents for the past three years. 

DTSC concludes CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item. 

8. Serious Violations Excluded: 
CWM-KHF reported that the exceedance of the 30-day accumulation time limit for the 
PCB labwaste container did not result in actual harm, nor did it present an imminent or 
substantial endangerment to human health or the environment because the 
accumulation area where the one-gallon container of PCB lab waste was stored is 
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specifically designed for the storage of RCRA and PCB wastes, including secondary 
containment. · 

DTSC concludes CWM-KHF met the requirements of this Guidance criteria item. 

9. Cooperation: 
CWM-KHF has been fully cooperative in dealing with DTSC and in the disclosure of the 
violations. 

C. Attachments 

Attachment 1 - CWM-KHF Waste Transfer Log, (1 page) 

Attachment 2 - CWM-KHF letter to DTSC dated October 2, 2015, (2 pages) 

Attachment 3 - Cal/EPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary 
Disclosure (Oct. 2003) document, (9 pages) 

Attachment 4 - CWM~KHF letter to DTSC dated January 29, 2016, (3 pages) 

Attachment 5 - DTSC letter to KHF dated October 31, 2016, (5 pages) 

Attachment 6 - CWM-KHF letter to DTSC dated November 28, 2016, (48 pages) 

Attachment 7 - CWM-KHF Training records, a labeling guide poster, and 
photographs of the labeling gu.ide posters affixed to lab hoods #2 and 5, 
(3 pages) 

Attachment 8 - Email strand between Tiffany Nef and CWM-KHF's Reyna Verdin 
discussing the training confirmation (2 pages) 
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kSJ_EXHIBIT C 
WASTE TRANSFER LOG No. 79858 

Date; q,Jo -'f( •. 
Rclc� Signature; 

---~,, � .>- .;7 

l __ 
Offi!itc Manifest Number. Receiving Signature: � 
,-
ACCUM. TIMl! GENERATOR MANlnST I PROFILE I QU»rrITY/ MOVED I MOVED RBPACX I RBPACX EMPTIJ!STO 
DA1ll FROM TO LOCATION 

,  NUMBER UNITS 
..

NUMBER NUMBERS ID 

. ..-
. :.· · .. . ·.• :,:., ;,'••:•· .. .;, .. ....... . -.·" .:. ··- ·:•�-,-... ! -�. · ,., ·.••.;:•'• ,n .. . :-:-"i-':;·· ""1 :-:,•·; ... - .-,. . ., -,;,"::,-:.r-. ·:· ·.;�.:1.•,.;  :p'f';_:,,•i.t, •

.-t ; ·.. , . . .,,, .
- ,� . ) 

• ; fl" � rn ,,..-- I 
,c;mo J,l . ."rll. I f\? I ,.r,, � ,Q.,. I 

-
 'ml I . , 

'1rl-l -I 

.. 

I , J 

1~ 
I I I 

RES UL TS OF ANALYSIS REQUIRED BY WASTE. ANALYSIS PLAN PRIOR TO WASTE MOVL'1ENT · 
Sample#; · INo SamploRcquir«!PcrWAP #; l 2 3 �/5)6 7 8 9 ID I >S0"/4 V.bri, y N >6-0- y N <6.7S ft. Y N. 
Ph}'TicaI St.au:: Solid Liquid Flammability PotcntW; NEO - POS Percent Solid: % NIA 

Appearmcc: Oxidizer Screen: NEG POS I Density: lbs/G NIA 

pHhpcr. 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 Sulfide Screen.: NEG POS LWCf: AT "F P9 P14 Pl6 BIT NIA 

pH Meter. Cyanide Screen: NEO ·POS SET: AT "F R.,cipo: NIA I 
WataMix: AT "F SOL Paint Filter Te.rt: PASS FAIL NIA l PCB,: Analyst Dltc: 
Radiation Screen; BKGD POS 

. 1VJ.Sible - Oil: NEG POS NIA Other: 
r--
The - I 

l 
�te,tn:am.hubeen te,ted rin...r�with the WAP andi., acceptable to move.·. ' Profile E:q,iraticm: 

Authorized Sigcabm: 1 At:---.. n Dato; �-.70-t� Treatment Code: I - Unit 
( -

'1 certify undex pc:nalty o{law that I ha� penona.lly examined and am familiar with the trwment teohnology and operation of the trcatmcm:pl'Oce.s! wed to .rupport this 
certification and that, based on III'/ Inquiry of those individuals immediately respoosibic for obtaining this infbnnation, I believe that the treatment process has been opcr-
atcd and maintained properly sou to comply with the pcrfon:omce levels and/or technologies Specified In CCR Title 22, Chaptc:r 30, Article 41 or40 CFRPart 258 Sub-
part D and all applicable prohibitions set forth in 40 CFR 26.32 or RCRA Section 3004 (d) without impittmi.uib!c dilution of the prohl'bitr:d v;aste. I am aware that there 
� significant penal tic., for .rubmitting a .&.be cc:rtification, including the _possibility of fine and imprisonment" ' 

SignatuIO: L Dato: 
... 
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ATTACHMENT 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
35251 Old Skyline Road 
P.O. Box471 
Kecdemm City, CA 93239 

,...... 
• IL F.

VIIVI. 

October 2, 2015 

CERI IFIED MAIL (7012 1640 000125411692) 

MuzhdaFerouz 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
8800 Cal Center Drive 
Sacramento, California 95826-3268 

CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. -KETILEMANHll..LS FACILITY 
RE: "OTHER~NONCOMPLIANCEREPORT 

DearMs. Ferouz, 

This letter is being submitted in accordance with the requirements of 22CCR by the Chemical Waste 
Management, Inc., Kettleman Hills Facility (KHf') (CAT000646ll7); specifically, 22CCR 6627030 

"Q){l 0) "<5ther noncompliance" (report all instances of noncompliance not reported under sections 
0)(4), (5), and(6) of that section): 

~ ..• ' 

_

_ rte'iii: 
-Description of the noncompliance and it& cause: 
On July 24, 2015 KHF began temporary storage of waste generated from R&D (spent liquid PCB 
standards) in a one-gallon container under a PCB hood in the KHF Laboratory. The one-gallon 
container should have been transferred to permitted storage on or before the TSCA 30-day storage 
limit, or August 23, 2015. On September 30, 2015 KHF discovered that the one-gallon container was 
still under the Laboratory hood, exceeding the 30-day storage limit. The one-gallon container was 
immediately transferred to pennitted storage on September 30, 2015. · 

Period of noncompliance, including exact dates and times: 
As noted above, the one-gallon container should have been removed by August 23, 2015, but instead 
was removed on September 30, 2015. 

H the noncompliance has not been corrected, the anticipated time it is expected to continue: . 
As !).Q\~_a.hove, the one-gallon container-was transferred to pennitted storage otr September 30;Z015. 

Steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and prevent reoccurrence of the noncompliance: 
Applicable KHF staff will be retrained on the TSCA 30-day storage limit 

From everyday collection to environmental protection, Think Greent Think Waste Management. 
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October 
"""'· 

2, 2015 
DTSC: "OTHER" NON-COMPLIANCE REPORT 
Page2 

I certify tmder penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my dlreotlon or 
supervision ln accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and 
evaluate the lnforw.atlon submitted. Based upon my inq,iliy ofthe person or person., who in8Dage the system, 
or those persons directly rcsponsil;>lc for gathering the infur:mation, the infonn4tion submitted is, to be the best 
of my knowledge and belief, true, accUrato, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for 
submitting false information, including the possibility oftine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

Ifyou have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (559) 386-6151. 

Sincerely, 
Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 

"Pc-,.Q ~'-'-L 
Paul Turek 
Environmental Manager 

cc: Statewide Compliance Division 
Department ofToxic Substances Control 
1515 Tollhouse Road 
Clovis, California 93612 

Executive Officer 
Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Cen1ral Valley Region 
1685 "E" Street 
Fresno, California 93706-2025 

Director, Waste Management Division 
U.S. EPA - Region IX 
75 Hawthorne Street (WST-1) 
San Francisco, California 94105 

Director 
Division ofEnvironmental Health Services 
Kings County Department of Public Health 
330 Campus Drive 
Hanford, California 93230 

From everyday collection to environmenta.l protection, Think Grein~ Think Waste Management. 
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CAL/EPA RECOMMENDED GUIDANCE ON 
INCENTIVES FOR VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE 

October 2003 

Purpose 

This Guidance is designed to enhance the protection of human health and the 
environment by encouraging regulated entities to prevent or to discover voluntarily, 
disclose, and correct violations of federal, state and local environmental requirements 
through the use of routine, systematic application of an environmental compliance 
auditing program. 

Definitions 

For purposes of this Guidance, the following definitions apply: 

"Environmental Audit'' is a systematic, documented, periodic, and objective review by 
regulated entities of facility operations and practices related to meeting environmental 
requirements. 

"Due Diligence" encompasses the regulated entity's systematic efforts, appropriate to 
the size and nature of its business, to prevent, detect, disclose, and correct violations 
through all of the following: 

1. Compliance policies, standards, and procedures that identify how 
employees and agents are to meet the requirements of laws, 
regulations, permits, and other sources of authority for environmental 
requirements; 

2. Assignment of overall responsibility for overseeing compliance with 
policies, standards, and procedures, and assignment of specific 
responsibility for assuring compliance at each facility or operation; 

3. Mechanisms for systematically assuring that compliance policies, 
standards, and procedures are being carried out. These include 
monitoring and auditing systems reasonably designed to detect and 
correct violations;periodic evaluation of the overall performance of 
the compliance management system, and a means for employees or 
agents to report violations of environmental requirements without fear 
of retaliation; 



4. Efforts to communicate effectively the regulated entity's standards 
and procedures to all employees and other agents whose duties 
involve environmental compliance; 

5. Appropriate incentives to managers and employees to perform in 
accordance with the compliance policies, standards, and procedures, 
Including consistent enforcement through appropriate disciplinary 
mechanisms; and 

6. Procedures for the prompt and appropriate disclosure and correction 
of any violations, and for any necessary modifications to the 
regulated entity's program to prevent future violations. 

"Environmental audit report" means the analysis, conclusions, and recommendations 
resulting from an environmental audit, but does not Include data obtained in, or 
testimonial evidence concerning, the environmental audit. 

"Gravity based penalties" are that portion of a penalty over and above the economic 
benefit of noncompliance, whether or not they are labeled as such, i.e., the punitive 
portion of the penalty, rather than that portion representing a defendant's economic gain 
from non-compliance. (For fwther discussion of this concept, see "A Framework for 
Statute-Specific Approaches to Penalty Assessments," #GM-22, 1980, U.S. EPA 
General Enforcement Policy Compendium. See also the particular penally statutes and 
regulations for the individual enforcing agency bringing the action). · 

"Regulated entity," means any person, facility, or entity, including a federal, state, or 
municipal agency, regulated under federal, state, or local environmental laws . .• 
C. Incentives 

This section identifies the major incentives provided to encourage self-audits, prompt 
disclosure and correction. These may include significantly reducing or not seeking 
gravity based civil penalties, declining to refer for criminal prosecution companies that 
self-report, and refraining from routine requests for audits. 

(D Waiving Gravity Based Penalties 

Where the regulated entity establishes that it satisfies §)j of the conditions of Section D, 
gravity based penalties for violations of environmental requirements may be waived if 
allowed by applicabt-estatute. Gravity based p-enalties(defihedffi-SectiofiB)generally 
reflect the seriousness of the violator's behavior. It would be appropriate to waive a 
portion of such penalties for violations discovered through due diligence or 
environmental audits, recognizing that these voluntary efforts play a critical role in 
protecting human health and the environment by identifying, correcting, and ultimately 
preventing violations. The conditions set forth in Section D, Which include prompt 
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disclosure and expeditious correction must be satisfied for any portion of gravity based 
penalties to be waived. 

Any economic benefit obtained as a result of noncompliance should be recovered, even 
when all other conditions of the Guidance are met. Economic benefit could be waived, 
however, if the enforcing agency determines that it is insignificant. The recovery of 
economic benefit is important for two reasons. First, it provides an incentive to comply 
in atimely manner. Taxpayers expect to pay Interest or a penalty fee if their payments 
are late; the same principle should apply to corporations that have delayed their 
investment in compliance. Second, it is fair because it protects responsible companies 
from being undercut by their noncomplying competitors, thereby preserving a level 
playing field. 

® Reduction of Gravity Based Penalties 

Gravity based penalties for violations of environmental requirements can be reduced to 
the extent the regulated entity satisfies the conditions of Section D below. The 
enforcing agency, may, at its sole discretion, reduce the gravity based penalties further 
as a credit for investment in Supplemental Environmental Projects (See Cal/EPA 
guidance on Supplemental Environmental Projects.). · 

The complete waiver of gravity based civil penalties should be available only to 
companies that meet the higher standard of reporting as a result of conducting an 
environmental auditing or systematic compliance management. However, to provide 
encouragement for the kind of self-policing that benefits the public, gravity based 
penalties can be significantly reduced for a violation that is voluntarily discovered, 
promptly disclosed, and expeditiously corrected, even if it was not found through an 
environmental audit particularly where the company agrees to implement an 
environmental compliance management procedure. Cal/EPA expects that this will 
encourage companies to come forward and work with regulatory agencies to resolve 
environmental problems and begin to develop an effective compliance management 
program. 

3. No Criminal Recommendations 

The enforcing agency may decline to recommend to ll prosecuting authority that 
criminal charges be brought against a regulated entity where they determine that all of 
the conditions in Section Dare satisfied, so long as the violation does not demonstrate 
or involve: 

a. A management practice that concealed or condoned environmental 
violations; or 

b. Knowing or negligent involvement in or deliberate ignorance of the 
violations by corporate officials or managers. 
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Whether or not an enforcing agency refers the regulated entity for criminal prosecution 
under this section, they may reserve the right to recommend prosecution of the criminal 
acts of individual managers or employees. 

This Guidance has important limitations. It will not apply, for example, where corporate 
officials are consciously and knowingly involved in, or willfully blind to, violations, or 
conceal or condone noncompliance. Since the regulated entity must satisfy all of the 
conditions of Section D, violations that caused serious harm or that may pose imminent 
or substantial endangerment to human health or the environment are not covered by 
this Guidance. 

Nothing in this guidance should be construed to restrict the power of a city attorney, 
district attorney, county counsel, or the Attorney General to bring any criminal 
proceeding otherwise authorized by law or to prevent an enforcing agency from 
cooperating with, or participating in, such a proceeding. 

4. No Routine Request for Audits 

It is not recommended that an enforcing agency routinely request environmental audit 
reports to initiate an investigation of the entity. If the enforcing agency has independent 
reason to believe that a violation has occurred however, it is reasonable to expect that 
they seek any information relevant to identifying violations or determining liability or 
extent of harm, including any audits that the facility may have conducted. 

D. Conditions 

This section describes the nine conditions that a regulated entity must meet in order for 
an enforcing agency not to seek ( or to reduce) gravity-based penalties for violations of 
environmental laws. As explained in the Summary above, regulated entities that meet 
all nine conditions may avoid gravity-based civil penalties unless otherwise mandated 
by statute. 

1. Systematic Discovery 

The violation was discovered through: 

a. an environmental audit; or 

b. an objective, documented, systematic procedure or practice reflecting 
the regulated entity's due diligence in preventing, detecting, and 
correcting violations. The regulated entity must provide accurate and 
complete documentation to the enforcing agency as to how it 
exercises due diligence to prevent, detect, and correct violations 
according to the criteria for due diligence outlined in Section B. The 
enforcing agency may require as a condition of penalty mitigation that 
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a description of the regulated entity's due diligence efforts be made 
publicly available. 

2. Voluntary Discovery 

The violation was identified voluntarily, and not through a legally mandated auditing, 
monitoring, or sampling requirement prescribed by statute, regulation, permit, variance, 
judicial or administrative order, or consent agreement. 

3. Prompt Disclosure 

The regulated entity must have fully disclosed in writing to the appropriate federal, state 
or local agency, a specific violation promptly after the violation is discovered. Promptly 
is nominally defined as 21 working days or such shorter period as provided by law. 

The 21 day period begins when the regulated entity discovers that a violation has, or 
may have, occurred. The trigger for discovery is when any officer, director, employee or 
agent of the facility has an objectively reasonable basis for believing that a violation has, 
or may have, occurred. Where an entity has some doubt about the existence of a 
violation, the recommended course is for it to disclose and allow the regulatory 
authorities to make a definitive determination. 

The 21 working day period may not always be appropriate. Many laws and permits 
require Immediate notification. In other instances where circumstances are complex, do 
not present a serious threat, and take longer to evaluate, disclosures within 21 days 
may not be practical. The enforcing agency may accept later disclosures as "prompt" 
where the regulated entity meets its burden of showing that the additional time was 
needed to determine compliance status and did not expose the public to unreasonable 
risk. Conversely, if the violation objectively represented an imminent threat to human 
health or the environment, reporting within 21 working days will not be deemed 
reasonable. Satisfaction of the prompt disclosure condition is solely within the 
discretion of the enforcing agency. 

This condition recognizes that it is critical for enforcing agencies to receive timely and 
accurate reports of violations, in order to have clear noti.ce of the violations and the 
opportunity to respond if necessary. Prompt disclosure is also evidence of a facility's 
good faith attempt to achieve or return to compliance as soon as possible. 

4. Discovery and Disclosure Independent of Government or Third Party Plaintiff 

Regulated entities must have taken the initiative to find violations and promptly report· 
them, rather than reacting to knowledge of a pending enforcement action or third party 
complaint. Thus this condition specifies that the violation has to have been identified 
and disclosed by the regulated entity prior to: 
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· a. The commencement of a federal, state, or local agency inspection or 
investigation, or the Issuance by such agency of an information 
request to the regulated entity or related Industries; · 

b. Notice or commencement ofa citizen suit; 

c. The filing of a complaint by a third party; 

d. The reporting of the violation to a government agency by a "whistle 
blower" employee, rather than by one authorized lo speak on behalf 
of the regulated entity; or 

e. The imminent discovery of the violation by a regulatory agency. 

5. Correction and Remediation 

The regulated entity corrected the violations immediately, certified in writing that the 
violations. have been corrected, and took appropriate measures as determined by the 
appropriate agency to remedy any environmental or human harm resulting from the 
violation. Where appropriate, the enforcing agency will require that to satisfy conditions 
5, 6, and 8, a regulated entity enter into a publicly available written agreement, 
administrative consent order, variance, or judicial consent·decree, particularly where 
compliance or remedial measures are complex or a lengthy schedule for attaining and 
maintaining compliance or remediating harm is required . 

. This Guidance requires the violation to be corrected immediately reflecting the 
expectation that regulated entities will move quickly to meet their obligations under the 
law. While ii is expected that violations must be corrected immediately, there will be 
those violations that require longer-term remedie;;, such as where significant capital 
expenditures are involved, or where regulatory oversight is required. The regulated 
entity will be expected to do its utmost to achieve compliance under the law, and the 
appropriate enforcing agency will retain sole discretion to determine whether the 
regulated entity timely corrected and remediated the violations. 

6. Prevent Recurrences 

The regulated entity agrees in writing to take steps to prevent a recurrence of the 
violation, which may include improvements to its environmental auditing or due 
diligence efforts. 

7. No Repeat Violations 

The violation (or similar violation) shall not have occurred at the same facility within the 
· past three years. This three year time period begins to run when the government has 

given the violator notice of the violation, without reGard to when the violation cited in the 
notice actually occurred. For purposes of this determination, a violation includes: 
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a. Any noncompliance with a federal, state, or local environmental law 
or regulation identified in a conviction, plea agreement, judicial order, 
final administrative order, consent agreement, variance, or in a notice 
of violation or inspection report. 

b. Any act or omission for which the regulated entity has previously 
received penalty mitigation from a federal, state or local agency. 

This condition bars repeat or chronic offenders from receiving penalty reduction and 
benefits both the public and law-abiding entitles by ensuring that penalties are not 
waived for those entities that have previously been notified of violations and have failed 
to prevent repeat violations. The enforcing agency should consider all the facts and 
circumstances relating to any prior violation in determining whether it is a repeat 
violation. · 

This condition applies if the entity was operating under the same ownership and/or 
management when both violations occurred. When the facility is part of a multi-facility 
organization, relief under this guidance is unavailable if the same or a closely related · 
violation occurred as part of a pattern of similar violations at one or more of these 
facilities within the past five years. · 

8. Serious Violations Excluded 

The violation is not one which (I) resulted In actual harm, or which may present an 
imminent or substantial endangerment to, human health or the environment, or 
(2) violates the specific terms of any judicial or administrative order, or consent 
agreement. 

This condition makes clear that violations that result in actual harm or which may 
present an Imminent or substantial endangerment to public health or environment are 
excluded from consideration under this guidance. 

The Guidance also excludes penaltyreductions for violating the specific terms of any 
. judgment, order, consent agreement, w plea agreement. Once an order or agreement 

is In effect, there is little incentive to comply if there are no sanctions for violating its 
specific requirements. The exclusion in this section also applies to any failure to 
implement any response, removal, or remedial action covered by a written judgment, 
order or agreement. 

9. Cooperation 

The regulated entity timely and fully cooperated as requested by any regulatory agency 
and provided the agency with the information it needs to determine applicability of this 
Guidance. Cooperation includes, at a minimum; timely providing all requested 
documents, and access to employees· and the facility; and providing assistance in 
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investigating the violation, other related compliance problems, and any environmental 
consequences related to the violations. The regulated entity must not hide, tamper with, 
or destroy possible evidence following discovery of potential environmental violations. 

This section makes clear that recalcitrant violators are excluded from consideration 
under this guidance. To be considered under the guidance, all entities that have been 
ordered or requested to come into compliance shall have done so pursuant to any time 
frame described by the enforcing agency. Entities that are determined to have refused 
lawful orders shall not benefit from their recalcitrance. 

E. Economic Benefit 

The enforcing agency should retain full discretion to recover any economic benefit 
gained as a result of noncompliance to preserve a "level playing field" in which violators 
do not gain a competitive advantage over regulated entities that do comply. The 
enforcing agency may forgive all or any portion of the penalty for violations which meet 
Conditions 1 through 9 in Section D, and which in its opinion do not merit the full penalty 
due to the insignificant amount of any economic benefit. 

In determining economic benefit, the enforcing agency should also take into 
consideration any documented expenditures the regulated entity has made to create 
and implement an environmental audit or due diligence program, which can be 
significant. Such expenditures may counterbalance the economic benefit of the 
violations. / 

F. Applicability 

At the discretion of the enforcing agency, this Guidance may be applied to settlement of 
claims for administrative or civil penalties for violations under statutes and regulations 
within the jurisdiction of enforcing agencies. 

It is within the discretion of the enforcing agency to determine whether it is appropriate 
that a regulated entity that has received penalty mitigation for satisfying specific 
conditions under this Guidance receive additional penalty mitigation for satisfying the 
same or similar conditions under other polides for the same violation(s). 

This Guidance sets forth factors for consideration that will guide the enforcing agencies 
In the exercise of their enforcement discretion, and is intended as guidance only. It does 
not create any rights, duties, obligations, or defenses, imp/jed or otherwise, in any third 
parties: ThTs-gufaanceis-not priirnufgatedTnregulaUo-nor statute-and as such is not -
binding on any Board, Department or local agency. 

This Guidance can be used in settlement negotiations for both administrative and civil 
judicial enforcement actions. It is not intended for use in pleading, at hearing, or at trial. 
The Guidance may be applied at the enforcing agency's discretion to the settlement of 
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administrative an.d judicial enforcement actions instituted prior to, but not yet resolved, 
as of the effective date of this Guidance. 

G. Scope Of Guidance 

Cal/EPA has developed this document as a guide for settlement actions involving a 
broad range of environmental violations. All enforcing agencies are encouraged to 
adopt similar policies In order to assure statewide consistency in application. 

H. Making Disclosures 

Disclosures should be made to state and local agencies that have jurisdiction over their 
reported violations, i.e. to the local air district for air violations, to the local CUPA and/or 
the Department of Toxic Substance Control for hazardous waste violations. A copy may 
also be sent to Cal/EPA, attention legal unit. Reports to the US EPA should follow the 
guidelines set forth in their guidance. 
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720 Fourth Avenue, Suite 400 
K~kland, WA 98033 
(42;) 823-6164 

Andrew M. Kenefick 
Senior Legal Counsel, Western Group 

Admitted in Washington 
Direct (425) 825-2003 Fax (866) 863-7961 
akenefick@wm.oom 

• 
January 29, 2016 

Vl4 U.S. MAIL & E-MAIL 

LeeAnn Young, Environmental Scientist LeeAnn.Young@dtsc.ca.gov 
DTSC - Clovis Field Office 
1515 Tollhouse Road 
Clovis, CA 93611-0522 

RE: CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC.-KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 
"Other" Non-Compliance Report (Oct. 2; 2015)- Voluntary Disclosure Policy 

Dear Ms. Young: 

In the attached October 2, 2015 "Other Non-Compliance Report'' to the Department of Toxic 
Substances Control (DTSC), Chemical Waste Management, Inc. (CWM) self-reported a violation of the 
30-day storage limit for a one-gallon jug containing laboratory PCB wastes at CWM's Kettleman Hills 
Facility (KHF). At the conclusion of a recent inspection at KHF, DTSC discussed the "Other Non-
Compliance Report" and indicated that it would be considering whether the report satisfied the 
CAVEP A Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary Disclosure (Oct. 2003) ("Guidance"). 
Specifically, DTSC asked CWM to address how the disclosure of the violation met the nine factors in 
the Guidance. CWM believes that it has fully satisfied all nine factors and requests that DTSC exercise 
its enforcement discretion to defer any further enforcement of this matter. 

At the request of KHF staff, I am providing the following response to DTSC's request. Ifmore 
information is needed, please let me know and we will be pleased to supplement this response further. 

1. Background. 
Based on KHF's investigation of this matter, the violation of the 30-day storage limit on the 

I-gallon jug of PCB wastes occurred as the result of laboratory staff mistakenly placing the jug in a 
storage area used for storing w;istes having a 90-day accumulation limit, rather than in the PCB waste 
storage area having a 30-day limit. The KHF laboratory began accumulation of these PCB wastes on 
July 24, 2015 and noted_the Acculllulatign Sta_rtJ>a_te on the container. !tis theKHF la!JQ,ratory's 
practice to then store PCB wastes in secondary containment under PCB Hood #5, Wastes stored under 
PCB Hood #5 would have a 30-day accumulation limit. In this case, however, it appears that laboratory 
staff mistakenly placed the jug of PCB -laboratory wastes under the Organics Hood #2, which is 
typically used for those RCRA wastes having a 90-day accumulation limit. While KHF environmental 
staff inspected the wastes stored in Hood #2, none of these wastes would have exceeded the 90-day 
accumulation limit. 
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As part of KHF's compliance program, a KHF inspector wiII inspect the S,tart Accumulation 
Date for all wastes stored in the accumulation areas to determine whether any are approaching or exceed 
the relevant accumulation deadlines. During the morning of September 23, 2015, a KHF inspector 
inspected the wastes in Hood #5 and did not observe the PCB jug. Later that day, in the afternoon; the 
PCB jug was moved fro!ll Hood #2 to Hood #5. When the wastes in Hood #5 were inspected on 
September 30, 2015, the KHF inspector discovered that the PCB jug had exceeded the 30-day 
accumulation limit. Later that same day, the District Manager and Laboratory Manager confirmed that 
the container had exceeded the 30-day accumulation requirement and the waste was moved pn a Waste 
Transfer Log to permitted storage in the PCB Building. Written notification was sent to DTSC two days 
later (see attached). 

2. Applicability of Self-Reporting Factors. 

2.1. Systematic Discovery. As mentioned above, CWM discovered this violation on 
September 30, 2015 through the KHF Environmental Management Department's (EMD) Weekly 
Inspection Program (WIP). The EMD inspector reviewed the Accumulation Start Dates for the wastes 
stored in Hood #5 and identified the PCB jug with an Accumulation Start Date older than 30 days. The 
WIP is one part ofKHF's three-part inspection program. The overall program consists ofa Daily 
Inspection Program, the WIP, and a Monthly Inspection Program. An EMD inspector completes each 
program within the specified time and documents the findings. The inspector records their findings on 
an approved checklist of items for each Unit and uses a system ofRemedial Work Orders (RWOs) to 
ensure timely resolution of any observed defects. The checklists are reviewed and RWOs are tracked by 
the EMD for timely resolution ofobserved defects and then the checklists and RWOs are filed in the 
Environmental Management Department operating records. 

2.2. Voluntary Discovery.' This violation was discovered voluntarily. It was not 
discovered as a result of a legally mandated auditing, monitoring, or sampling r~quirement prescribed by 
statute, regulation, permit, variance, judicial or administrative order, or consent agreement. 

2.3. Prompt Disclosure: CWM identified the violation on September 30, 2015 and 
promptly self-disclosed the violation to DTSC by letter dated October 2, 2015 (attached)- well within 
the 21-day period required by the Guidance. 

2.4. Discovery and Disclosure Independent of Government or Third Party Plaintiff. As 
discussed above, the violation was discovered through KHF's routine Weekly Inspection Program and 
was not prompted by any pending inspection, enforcement action, request for information, or third party 
complaint. 

2.5. Correction and Remediation. As certified in the October 2, 2015 letter, once the 
violation was recognized, it was corrected immediately by transferring the PCB wastes to the permitted 
storage area within the PCB Building. 

2.6. Prevent Recurrences. KHF has taken additional measures to prevent recurrence of 
this issue. Those measures include re-training of laboratory personnel on the accumulation location of 
PCB waste containers. 

2.7. No Repeat Violations. CWM is unaware of any 30-day or similar accumulation 
.violations having occurred at KHF within the past three years. 

- 2. 
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2.8. Serious Violations Excluded. The exceedance of the 30-day accumulation 
requirement for PCB waste containers did not result in actual hann nor did it present an imminent or 
substantial endangerment to human health or the environment. The accumulation area where the wastes 
were stored is specifically designed for the storage of RCRA and PCB wastes, including secondary 
containment. 

2.9. Cooperation. CWM believes that it has timely and fully cooperated with DTSC by 
providing information DTSC has requested. CWM is willing to provide any other information that 
DTSC needs in its investigation of this matter and the applicability of the Guidance, including providing 
any additional documentation, allowing access to employees and the facility, and such other assistance 
that DTSC needs. 

Ifyou have any questions, please feel free to call me at (425) 825-2003. 

Sincerely, 

~¼.. o/~ 
Andrew M. Kenefick 

Attachment 
cc: Bob Henry 

Paul Turek 
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Department of Toxic Substances Control 

Barbara A. Lee, Director 
1515 Tollhouse Road

Clovis, California 93611
Matthew Rodrique 

Sea-stary fer 
Envlronmental Protection 

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor

October 31, 2016 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Ms. Reyna Verdin 
Environmental Manager 
35251 Old Skyline Road 
P.O. Box471 
Kettleman City, CA 93239 

RE: CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. - KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY SELF 
DISCLOSURE REPORTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES 
CONTROL IN KHF LETTERS DATED OCTOBER 2, 2015 AND JANUARY 29, 2016 . 

Dear Ms. Verdin: 

.In a letter dated October 2, 2015, the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 
received a self-disclosure from Chemical Waste Management- Kettleman Hills Facility 
(KHF). In this letter, KHF reported that on September 23, 2015, KHF discovered a one-. 
gallon container of PCB waste. (PCB jug) stored in the wrong lab hood, (Organics Hood 
#2). On September 30, 2015, the PCB Jug was inspected by a KHF Inspector, and It 
was discovered that the PCB jug had exceeded the 30-day storage limit as required by 
40 CFR 761.65(c) (1 ). Upon this discovery, KHF moved the jug to the permitted storage 
area within the PCB Building. 

-

In a letter date.d January 29, 2016, KHF provided their responses to DTSC following 
CALEPA Recommended Guidance on Incentives for Voluntary Dlscl.osure policy. Upon 
DTSC's review of the responses, DTSC requests KHF voluntarily provide additional 
information If it wishes DTSC to consider the matter under CALEPA Incentives for 
Voluntary Disclosure policy. 

Please provide written responses to the following questionsand provide the requested . 
documents stated below to DTSC by Novermber 30, 2016: 

* Printed on Recycied Paper 
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1. Condition 1, 2nd Paragraph (Background), KHF responded In part: "During the 
morning of September 23, 2015, a KHF inspector Inspected the wastes In Hood 
#5 and did not observe the PCB jug. Later that day, In the afternoon, the PCB 
Jug was moved from Hood #2 to Hood #5." 

a) Provide additional explanation of how and when the PCB jug was discovered 
in Organics Hood #2. 

b) If discovery of the PCB Jug occurred during an inspection of Organics Hood 
#2, provide an explanation of the specifics regarding the inspection. 

c) Provide additional explanation regarding the discovery of the start 
accumulation date on the labeling on the PCB Jug. 

2. Condition 2.1, (Systematic Discovery), KHF responded in part: "CWM 
discovered this violation on September 30, 2015 through the KHF 
Environmental Management Department's (EMO) Weekly Inspection Program 
(WIP). The EMO inspector reviewed the Accumulation Start Dates for the 
wastes stored in Hood #5 and Identified the PCB Jug with an Accumulation Start 
Date older'than 30 days.The WIP is one part of KHF's three-part inspection 
program. The overall program consists of a Daily Inspection Program, the WIP, 
and a Monthly Inspection Program. An EMO Inspector completes each program 
within the specified time and documents the findings. The inspector records 
their findings on an approved checklist of items .for each Unit and uses a 
system of Remedial Work Orders (RWOs) to ensure timely resolution of any 
observed defects. The checklists are reviewed and RWOs are tracked by the 
EMO for timely resolution of observed defects. and then the checklists and 
RWOs are filed In the Environmental Management Department operating 
records." 

a) Provide an explanation of how the PCB Jug was over-looked when it was 
stored in Organics Hood #2 when KHF's three-part inspection program Includes 
daily, weekly, and monthly inspections. 

b) Describe the specific details that are completed during the daily inspection 
program. 

3. Condition 2.5, (Correction and Remediation), KHF responded: "As certified In 
the October 2, 2015 letter, once the violation was recognized, it was corrected 
Immediately by transferring the PCB wastes to the permitted storage area 
within the PCB Building." 

i 
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a) Describe the specific step by step procedures KHF personnel followed when 
they transferred the PCB jug from Organics Hood #2 to PCB Hood #5. 

b) Describe the specific step by step procedures KHF personnel followed when 
they transferred the PCB Jug from Organics Hood #5 to the permitted storage 
area within the PCB storage building. 

4. Condition 2.6 (Prevent Recurrences), KHF responded: 'KHF has taken additional 
measures to prevent recurrence of this Issue. Those measures indude re-training 
of laboratory personnel on the accumulation location of PCB waste containers." 
a) Provide specific information about the additional measures KHF has taken to 
prevent recurrence of this Issue other than the re-training laboratory personnel on 
the accumulation location of PCB waste containers. 

5. Existing documents DTSC requests KHF provide: 

a) Daily Inspection Program documented findings for inspection of Lab Hoods 
inspected on September 23, 2015. 

b) Weekly Inspection Program documented findings for inspection of Lab Hoods 
for August 23, 2015 through September 30, 2015. 

c) Corresponding Remedial Work Orders from August 23, 2015 through 
September 30, 2015 of the Lab findings. 

d) Waste Transfer Log of the subject PCB Jug moved from Organics Hood #2 to 
PCB Hood #5. 

e) Waste Transfer Log of the subject PCB jug moved from PCB Hood #5 to the 
permitted storage area within the PCB Building. 

All written responses and documents you provide pursuant to this request will become a 
public document unless you assert a cialm of •trade secret• for any of the written 
responses and documents, pursuant to California Hea'lth and Safety Code sections 
25173, attached. If you wish to assert the trade secret privilege for any of the Written 
responses and documents you submit, please provide specific answers to each of the 
following questions for each Item of concern at the time you submit the written 
responses and documents to DTSC. 
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Page 4 

1. To what extent is there knowledge of the information conveyed by the 
photograph/document outside your business? 

2. To what extent is there knowledge of the information conveyed by the 
photograph/document by employees and others in your business? 

3. To what extent have measures been taken to guard the secrecy of the 
Information? 

4. Is the Information valuable to competitors? If so, why? 

5. Has there been substantial monetary expenditure In the development of the 
Information? 

6. Could the information be easily and properly acquired or duplicated by others? 

DTSC will review your response for each item of concern to determine if the information 
in question should be treated as a trade secret and notify you accordingly. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, or if you wish to meet with DTSC to 
discuss any questions or concerns you may have, please contact Ms. LeeAnn Young, 
Environmental Scientist of the Enforcement and Emergency Response Division, at 
(559) 297-3949 or via email at LeeAnn.Young@dtsc.ca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Lynch 
· Senior Environmental Scientist (Supervisor) 
Enforcement and Emergency Response 
DepartmentofToxic Substances Control 

Attachment 

Certified Mail No.: 7011 2970 0001 8295 4527 
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Excerpt from the·Haalth an<.1 Safety Code 

25173. Tile department shall establish procedures to ensure that 
trade secrets used by a person regarding methods of hazardous waste 
handling and disposal are utilized by the director, the department,. 
or any authorized representative of the department only in connection 
with the responsibilities of the department pursuant to this chapter 
and that such trade secrets are not otherwise disseminated by the 
director, the department, or any authorized representative of the 
department without the consent of the person. However, any 
Information shall be made available to governmental agencies for use 
in making studles and for use in Judicial review or enforcement 
proceedings involvlng the person furnishing the information. 
''Trade secrets," as used in ~is section, may Include; but are not 
limited to, any formula, plan, pattern, process, tool, mechanism, 

· compound, procedure, production data, or compilation of information 
which ls not patented, whlch is known only to certain Individuals· 
within acommercial concern who are usfng It to fabricate, produce, . 
or compound an article of trade or a service having commercial value, 
and which gives Its user an opportunity to obtain a business 
advantage over competitors who do not know or use it. 
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720 Fourth A venue, Suite 400 
Kirkland, WA 98033 
(425) 823-{;164 

Andrew M. Kenefick 
Senior Legal Counsel, Western Group 

Admitted in Washington 
Direct (425) 825-2003 Fax (866) 863-7961 
akenefick@wm.com 

November 28, 2016 

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Dan Lynch, Senior Environmental Scientist 
DTSC - Clovis Field Office 
1515 Tollhouse Road 
Clovis, CA 93611~0522 

RE: CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC.-KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 
"Other" Nim-Compliance Report (Oct. 2, 2015)- Voluntary Disclosure Policy 

Dear Mr. Lynch: 

On behalf of Chemical Waste Management, Inc. (CWM), we appreciate the attention that the 
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) is giving to CWM's Non-Compliance Report and 
appreciate the opportunity to provide additional information as requested in your October 3 I, 2016 
letter. Below, we address each of your requests for information, numbered consistent with the specific 
questions in the October 31'' letter. Please let me know if you need.further clarifications of these 
responses or have additional questions. 

1) Background 

a) Provide additional explanation ofhow and when the PCB jug was discovered in Organics 
Hood#2. 

Response: We apologize for any confusion in our prior response. The PCB jug was not 
discovered in Organics Hood #2. Rather it was discovered in PCB Hood #5 on September 30, 
2015, by an Environmental Management Department (EMD) Inspector. Although CWM's 
January 29th letter noted that it appeared that the PCB jug must have been mistakenly placed 
under Organics Hood #2 at some point, KHF staff does not know who moved the jug from 
Organics Hood #2 to PCB Hood #5. 

b) Ifdiscovery ofthe PCBJufoccurred during an inspection ofOrganics flood #2, provide an 
explanation ofthe specifics regarding the inspection. 

Response: PCB jug was not discovered during an inspection of Organics Hood #2. The PCB jug 
was discovered during a routine inspection (Weekly Inspection Program) of PCB Hood #5, by an 
EMD Inspector. Routine inspections of the site generated waste contained within the laboratory 
hoods include: checking for swelling, corroded, damaged, open, or leaking containers. Routine 
inspections also include: checking containers for proper labeling, checking containers 
accumulation start dates to ensure the containers have not exceeded the 90-day accumulation 
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requirement for RCRA/N on-RCRA containers, and checking accumulation start dates to ensure 
the contajners have not exceeded the _30-day accumulation requirement for TSCA (PCB) 
containers. 

c) Provide additional explanation regarding the discovery ofthe start accumulation daie on the 
labeling on the PCB jug. 

Response: On September 30, 2015, an EMO Inspector, during a routine inspection (Weekly 
Inspection Program), reviewed the accumulation start date on the PCB jug located in PCB Hood 
#5 and determined the PCB jug had exceeded the 30-day accumulation period allowed. 

2) Systematic Discovery 

a) Provide an explanation ofhow the PCB jug was over-looked when it was stored in Organics 
Hood #2 when KHF's three-part inspection program includes daily, weekly, and monthly 
inspections. 

Response: KHF's three-part inspection program provides for the inspection of items either on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis. In regards to site-generated waste being accumulated within the 
hoods at the laboratory, this is a weekly inspection. 

The PCB jug was not overlooked while located in Organics Hood #2. The EMO Inspector 
inspected the PCB jug located in Organics Hood #2 for the items listed above in Item Number 
l .b., including the accumulation start date, which had not exceeded the 90-day requirement for 
RCRA/Non-RCRA waste. The EMO Inspector inspected the containers in the Organics Hood #2 
to verify accu.mulation times and had no cause to be looking for a TSCA (PCB) waste in a 
RCRA/Non-RCRA hood. As the PCB jug was missing its PCB ML label, the EMO Inspector 
did not recognize that the PCB jug was being stored in the wrong hood area. 

b) Describe the specific details that are completed dwing the daily inspection. 

Response: In this instance, the inspection of the laboratory hood areas was part of the Weekly 
Inspection Program (WIP), not the Daily Inspection Program. The WIP includes inspecting for 
sample management, first-aid kits, blood borne pathogen kit, emergency showers and eye wash 
units, fire extinguishers, fire blanket, and site ·generated waste containers, and facility gates 
located adjacent to the laboratory. 

3) Correction and Remediation 

a) Describe the specific step by step procedures KHF personnel followed when they transferred the 
PCBjugfrom Organics Hood #2 lo PCB Hood #5. 

Response: As mentioned, KHF staff is unaware of when and how the PCB jug was transferred; 
therefore, we cannot provide the step-by-step procedures. Rather, CWM believes that the waste 
transfer occurred on September 23, 2015, sometime between 7:50 am (inspection time logged on 
the WIP) and4:30 pm (time jug was used by an EMO Technician for disposal of organic waste). 
We assume that the process of transferring the jug merely involved physically walking the PCB 
jug (a one gallon plastic jug) from Organics Hood #2 to PCB Hood #5. This activity does not 
require a Waste Transfer Log. 

- 2 -
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b) Describe the specific step by step procedures KHFpersonnel followed when they transferred the 
PCB jugfrom Organics Hood #5 to the permitted storage are within the PCB storage building. 

Response: After KHF Management determined the accumulation start date of July 24, 2015, was 
correct, laboratory personnel created a Waste Transfer Log (WTL) to transfer the site-generated 
waste from PCB Hood #5 (a PCB waste accumulation area) to the PCB Building (a PCB waste 
storage area). Once the WTL was created, Drum Storage Unit personnel were contacted to 
transfer the PCB jug from Hood #5 to the PCB Building. On September 30, 2015, the PCB jug 
was physically moved from PCB Hood #5 to the PCB Building on WTL #79858, which was 
signed by laboratory personnel as the releasing party and by Drum Storage Unit personnel as the 
receiving party. The physical transfer was completed via a site pickup truck. 

4) Prevent Recurrences 

a) Provide specific information about the additional measures KHF had taken to prevent 
recurrence ofthis issue other than the re-training laboratory personnel on the accumulation 
location ofPCB waste containers. 

Response: In addition to re-training laboratory personnel on where to accumulate PCB waste in 
the laboratory, KHF re-trained laboratory personnel on the proper way to label PCB waste being 
accumulated in the laboratory. Labeling of PCB waste includes labeling the container with a 
PCB ML label, which in this case had not occurred. KHF is also in the process of placing 
labeling guides (posters) at each laboratory hood to assist laboratory personnel in filling out 
labels and selecting the proper labels to affix to containers. 

5) Documents Requests 

a) Daily Inspection Program documented findings for inspection ofLab Hoods inspected on 
September 23, 2015. 

Response: Hoods are inspected weekly. The documented findings for the September 23, 2015 
inspection of the laboratory hoods is included in the Weekly Inspection Program (WIP) for the 
period September 20, 2015 through September 26, 2015. A copy of the pages from the WIP 
relevant to the laboratory for September 20, 2015 through September 26, 2015 is included in 
Exhibit A. 

b) Weekly Inspection Program documented findings for inspection ofLab Hoods for August 23, 
2015 through September 30, 2015. · 

Response: Copies of the WIP pages relevant to the laboratory from August 23, 2015 through 
October 3, 2015 are attached as Exhibit A. 

c) Corresponding Remedial Work Orders from August 23, 2015 through September 30, 2015 ofthe 
Lab findings. 

Response: RWO No. 17845 was the only RWO written for the Lab~ratory from August 23, 2015 
through September 30, 2015 and is unrelated to the PCB jug issue. Each WIP references 
RWOl7845RI-5 in the row relating to adequate water pressure/supply. A copy ofRWO No. 
17845 is attached as Exhibit B. 
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d) Waste Transfer Logo/the sµbject PCB jug moved from Organics Hood #2 to PCB Hood #5. 

Response: WTLs are used when accumulated waste is transferred to either permitted storage or 
to treatment/disposal. In this case, movement between hoods did not require a WTL. 

e) Waste Transfer Log ofthe subject PCB jug moved from PCB Hood #5 to the permitted storage 
area within the PCB Building. 

Response: A copy of WTL Log #79858 is attached as Exhibit C. 

Again, please let me know if you have any questions or need any more assistance in resolving 
this matter. 

Sincerely, 

--·Andrew M. Kenefick 

Exhibit A-C 

cc: Via e-mail only 
LeeAnn Young, DTSC Environmental Scientist LeeAnn.Young@dtsc.ca.gov · 
Bob Henry 
Reyna Verdin 
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copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. 

KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates of Inspection: 
8/23/15 Through 8/29/15 

Last Date of Revision: 06/15 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Kettleman Hills Facility 

Weekly Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

1.0 Facility Support Activities 
1.1 Laboratory .. l .............. : .................................................................................................... I 
1.2 Equipment Shop ..!'...........................................................................................................2 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station..!.............................................................................. 3 
1.4 Truck Wash ...1..................... : ........................................................................................... 4 
I.5 Administration and EMD Tech Office..~................................................................. , ....... S 
1.6 Facility Maintenance ..~ .................................................. : ................................................. 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit .t.................................................................................. .....................7 
2.2 PCB Storage/fransfer Unit~............................................................................................ 8 
2.3 Bulk Storage Units - Phase I and 2..r- .............................................................................9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit .tr. ................................................................................................ I 0 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Security Devices..~ .............................................................................. ; ............................ I I 
3.2 Meteorological / Air Monitoring Systems ..., ........ .......................................................... 12. 
3.3 Surface Water Management System ....~.......................................................................... 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4.1 Landfill B-!7 ..~ ............................................................................................................... 14 
4.2 Landfill B-18 ..t ........................ , ...................................................................................... 15 
4.3 Landfil!B-19(Classl).~ ................................................................................................. 16. 
4.4 Surface Impoundment P-9..~ ...........................................................,:.... , ........................... I7 
4.5 Surface Impoundment P-l4.~........................................................................................... 18 
4.6 Surface lmpoundment P 16 .!............................................................................................ 19 



Date and Time of Inspection: $_1 '27 I t~ PFJl/s Time 
7' 

EQUIPMENT/PROCEsS/UNIT NAME: Laboratory 
INSPECTION CHECK LIST 

EXHIBIT A 
Page I 

Equipment/Structure 
Item 

Inspection 
Element 

Acceptable 
Yes No 

Sample Management Observe ifproper disposal procedures 
are in use. ./ 

First-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne 
Patbo2en Kit 

Check for accessibility / 
Emergency Showers and Eye 
Wash Units (3) 

Check units to ensure proper operation 
Check for accessibility 
Check for adequate water. 
pressure/supply 
Check protective plastic covers for 
damage or deterioration 

Check for presence and physical 
condition of identification sign(s) 

(W) ./ 
(W) / 

(W) RWOl784SRI· 
X s 

(W) 

/ 
(W) 

./ 
Fire Extinguishers Check for accessibility and mounting (W) /' 

Fire Blanket Check for accessibility (W) / 
Site Generated Waste 
Container(s) 

Main Lab 
Lab Sample Sea Train 

Check for swelling, corroded, 
damaged, open, or leaking 
containers 

(W). 

I 
Check containers and tank for: 
- Proper labeling 
- Containers with accumulation start 

dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

- PCB containers with accumulation 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days 
accumulation. 

(W) 

I 

Facility Gates: 
1,16, 17, and 18 

Check for proper lock function (W) 
/ 

Revised; 09/12 Inspector's Signature: ii/
1 ,,

Comments 

(W) 

(W) 

.,I 
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EXHIBIT A 

copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT,INC. 

KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates of Inspection: 
8/30/15 Through 9/5/15 

Last Date of Revision: 06/ I5 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Kettleman Hills Facility 

WeekJy Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

1.0 Facility Support Activities 
1.1 Laboratory ..! .................................................................................................................... 1 
1.2 Equipment Shop.1............................................................................................................2 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station...\ ............................................................................. 3 
1.4 Truck Wash .~...................................................................................................................4 
1.5 Administration and EMD Tech Office..L ...................................................................... 5 
·1.6 Facility Maintenance.!..................................................................................................... 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit ...~ ...................................................................................................... 7 
2.2 PCB Storage/Transfer Unit .. ~ ......................................................................................... 8 
23 Bulk Storage Units - Phase I and 2...: ............................................................ : ................ 9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit .. .f.. ........................... : .................................................................. 10 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Security Devices....•................................................................................ : ......................... 11 
3.2 Meteorological/ .Air Monitoring Systems :L................................................................. 12 
3.3 Surface Water Management System ..., ........................................................................... 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4.1 Landfill B-17.}............................................ : .................................. , ......... , ...................... 14 
4.2 Landfill B-l8 ..~ ............................................................................................................... 15 
4.3 Landfill B-19 (Class l).....r .............................................................................................. 16 
4.4 Surface Impoundment P-9 .. L ......................... : ................................................................ 17 
4.5 Surface lmpoundmentP-!4.L........................................................................................ 18 
4.6 Surface lmpoundmentP 16 ..: ........................................................................................... 19 



Equipment/Structure 
Item 

Sample Management 

First-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne 
Patho11en Kit 
Emergency Showers and Eye 
Wash Units (3) 

Fire Extinguishers 

Fire Blanket 
Site Generated. Waste 
Container(s) 

Main Lab 
Lab Sample Sea Train 

( 

Facility Gates: 
1,16, 17, and 18 

Inspection 
Element 

Observe ifproper disposal procedures 
are in Use. 
Check for accessibility 

Check units to ensure proper operation 
Check for accessibility 
Check for adequate water 
pressure/supply 
Check protective plastic covers for 
damage or deterioration 

Check for presence and physical 
condition of identification sign(s) · 

Check for accessibility and mounting 
Check for accessibility 

Check for swelling, corroded, 
damaged,open,orleaklng 
containers 
Check containers and tank for: 
• Proper labeling . Containers with accumulation start 

dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

• PCB containers with accwnulation 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days 
accwnulation. 

Check for proper lock function 

Acceptable 
Yes No 

Comments 

(W) 

(W) 

(W) 

(W) 

(W) 

/4 

/ 
/ 

/ 
X 

RW01784SRI-
s 

(W) 
/ 

(W) 
/ 

(W) 

(W) 

(W) 

/ 

/ 

/ 

(W) 

I 

(W) 
. 

/ 

• 

Revised: ·09/12 Inspector's Signature: /;h /1, ,,7 

/VI 

EXHIBIT A 
Page 1 Date a~d Time of Inspection: ~ :)_ ,£ f2f } $ y1".:Time 

EOUIPMENT/PROCESS/UNIT NAME: Laboratorv 
INSPECTION CHECK LIST 
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EXHIBIT A 

Copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC ... 

KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates of Inspection: 
·9/6/15 Through 9/12115 

Last Date of Revision: 06/15 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Mi.nagement, Inc. 
Kettleman Hills Facility 

Weekly Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

.em 
1.0 Facility Support Activities 

I.I Laboratory .. ~................................................................. , .................................................. I 
1.2 Equipment Shop..~...... , ........................... : ............................................ , .. , ....................... 2 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station..1 .............................................................................. 3 
1.4 Truck Wash ..1..................... ,...................................................................................... , ..... 4 
1.5 Administration and EMD Tech Office.L.................................................... ; .................. 5 
1.6 Facility Maintenance.:. .................................................................................................... 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit ...L ......................................................................................,............ 7 
2.2 PCB Storage/fransfer Unit ..!-.........................................................................................8 
2.3 Bulk Storage Units· Phase 1 and 2.,r..............................................................................9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit .L....... .......................................................................................1O 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Security Devices .., ............................... , ............................................................................ 11 
3.2 Meteorological/ Air Monitoring Systems ..--! .................................................................. 12 
3.3 Surface Water Management System ..t:......................................................................... 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4.1 Landfill B-17.~................................................................................................................. 14 
4.2 Landfill B-18 ...1 ............................................ : .................................................................. 15 
4.3 Landfill B-19 (Class 1)....t... ............................................................................................ 16 
4.4 Surface Impoundment P-9....\ ............................. , ............................................................ l7 
4.5 Surface ImpoundmentP-14....L ...................................................................................... 18 
4.6 . Surface Impoundment Pl6 ..~.......... : ................................................................................ 19 



q I l\ I~ ,2J'f25f{ Time Date aild 11me ofInspection: EXHIBlp'3te 1 

EOUJPMENT/PROCESS/UNIT NAME: Laboratorv 
INSPECTION CHECK LIST 

Equipment/Structure 
Item 

Sample Management 

First-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne 
Patbo2en Kit 
Emergency Showers and Eye 
Wash Units (3) 

Fire Extinguishers 

Fire Blanket 
Site Generate_d Waste 
Container(s) 

Main Lab 
Lab Sample Sea Train 

Facility Gates: 
1,16, 17, and 18 

Inspection 
Element 

Observe ifproper disposal procedures (W) 
are in use. / 
Check for accessibility (W) / 
Check units to ensure proper operation (W) / 
Check for accessibility (W) / 
Check for adequate water (W) RWO 178-ISRI-

X spressure/supply 
Check protective plastic covers for (W) 
damage or deterioration / 
Check for presence and physical (W) 
condition of identification sign(s) / 
Check for accessibility Md mounting (W) /
Check for accessibility (W) / 
Check for swelling, corroded, (W) 
damaged, open, or leaking / 
containers 
Check containers and tank for: (W) 
• Proper labeling 
• Containers with accwnulation start 

dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

- PCB containers with accumulation ( 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days 
accumulation. 

Check for proper lock function (W) I 

Acceptable Comments 
Yes No 

Revised: 09/ 12 Inspector's Signature: 
/ 

L ;;, 
/ ✓ 
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copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. 

. KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates of Inspection: 
9/13/15 Through 9/19/15 

Last Date of Revision: 06/15 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Kettleman Hills Facility 

Weekly Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

1.0 Facility Support Activities 
1.1 Laboratory.....! ............................................................... , ................................................. I 
1.2 Equipment Shop ..! ... : ....................................................................................................... 2 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station ..~.................. , ...... : .................................................... 3 
1.4 Truck Wash ..:( ........................ , ........................................................................................ 4 
1.5 Administration and EMD Tech Office ...! ........................................................................ 5 
1.6 Facility Maintenance ..~ ......... .-......................................................................................... 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit ..! ....................................................................................................... 7 
2.2 PCB Storage/Transfer Unit~ ........................................................................................... 8 
2.3 Bulk Storage Units - Phase I and 2....L ......................................................................... 9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit ...! ................... ,........................................................................... 10 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Secw:ity Devices ... ~.......................................................................................................... I I 
3.2 Meteorological/ Air Monitoring Systems ...~ .................................................................. 12 
3.3 Surface Water Management System ..i ............................................................................ 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4.1 Landfill B-!7... '................................................................................................................ 14 
4.2 Landfill B-18.L........................................................................................ , ..................... 15 
4.3 Landfill B-19 (Class l).. i ................................................................................................. 16 
4.4 Surface Impoundment P-9 . .-~............................................................................................ l7 
4.5 Surface Impoundment P-!4 ..! .......................................................................................... 18 
4.6 Surface lmpoundment Pl6.t! ........................................................................................... 19 

• 



EquipmenVStructure Inspection Acceptable Comments 
Item Element Yes No 

Sample Management Observe if proper disposal procedures (W) /·are in use. 
Fint-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne Check for accessibility (W) /Pathoe:en Kit 
Emergency Showers and Eye Check units to ensure proper operation (W) /
Wash Units (3) 

Check for accessibility (W) / 
Check for adeql)ate water (W) RWOl784lRI-
pressure/supply X 5 

Check protective plastic covers for (W) 
damage or deterioration / 
Check for presence and physical (W) 
condition of identification sign(s) / 

Fire Extinguishers Check for accessibility and mounting (W) / 
Fire Blanket Check for accessibility (W) I 
Sjte Generated Wame Cbeck-for-sweUing,-corroded,- - · (W) -- - -- - .. 

Container(s) damaged, open, or leaking /containers 
Main Lab Check containers and tank for: (W)
Lab Sample Sea Train • Proper labeling 

• Containers with accumulation start 
dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

/- PCB containers with accumulation 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days 
accumulation. 

Facility Gates: Check for proper lock function (W) /
1,16, 17, and 18 

Revised: 09/12 Inspector's Signature: \,, \ 
' " 
\ .\! 

Datil and Time ofinspection: q / )4 /~ 
I 
fjq~,0' Time EXHIB1f4e 1• 

EQUTPMENTIPROCESS/UNIT NAME: Laboratory 
INSPECTION CHECK LIST 
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Copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. 

KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates ofInspection: 
9/20/15 Through 9/26/15 

Last Date of Revision: 06/15 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Kettleman Hills Facility 

Weekly Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

Page
1.0 Facility Support Activities 

1.1 Laboratory ..., ................................................................................................................... I 
1.2 Equipment Shop ....~ ................................................... : ..................................................... 2 · 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station...!...·.......................................................................... 3 
1.4 Truck WashL............................................................................................................ , .... 4 
1.5 Administration and EMO Tech Office..!. ........................................................................ 5 
1.6 Facility Maintenance .., .................................................................................................... 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit .. J........................................................................................ : ............. 7 
2.2 PCB Storage/Transfer Unit ...1:................................................... ................... : ................. 8 
2.3 Bulk Storage Units - Phase land 2.., .............................................................................. 9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit .., ................................................................................................ 1 O 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Security Devices ..; ........... : ............................................................................................... 11 
3.2 Meteorological/ Air Monitoring Systems ...................................................................... 12 
3.3 Surface Water Management System .. .'................................................................ : ........... 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4. I Landfill B-17 .L............................................... : ............................................................... 14 
4.2 Landfill B-18.. ) ................................................................................................................ 15 
4.3 Landfill B-19 (Class l).i:................. ; .............................................................................. 16 
4.4 Surface lmpoundment P-9....: .......................................................................................... 17 
4.5 Surface Impoundment P-!4 .. ~......'. ............ , ...................................................................... 18 
4.6 Surface lmpoundrnent Pl6 ...! ........... , ...... , .............. : .................................. : ..................... 19 



. 

)( "EXRf'B11 A
Page I Date'and Time ofInspection: 0\ / 2::) / a{?$pf Time

' 
EQUIPMENT/PROCESS/UNIT NAME: Laboratorv 

INSPECTION CHECK LIST 
Equipment/Structure Inspection Acceptable Comments 

Item Element Yes No 

Sample Management Observe ifproper disposal procedures (W) 
/are in use. 

First-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne 
Patho11en Kit 

Check for accessibility (W) / 
Emergency Showers artd Eye Check units to ensure proper operation (W) /Wash Onits (3) 

Check for accessibility (W) /' 
Check for adequate water (W) ,~ RWOl784SRI• 

pressure/supply X s 

Check protective plastic covers for (W) 
damage or deterioration I 
Check for presence and physical (W) 
condition of identification sign(s) · I 

Fire Extinguishers Check for accessibility and mounting (W) / 
Fire.Blanket Check for accessibility (W) / 
Site Generated Waste Check ro·r swelling, corroded, (W)
Container(s) damaged, open, or leaking 

containers I 
Main Lab Check containers and tank for: (W) 
Lab Sample Sea Train - Proper labeling 

- Containers with accumulation start 
dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

- PCB containers with accumulation 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days Iaccumulation. 

Facility Gates: Check for proper lock function (W) I1,16, 17, and I 8 

Revised: 09/12 Inspector's Signature: /4, .,,.,,. / 
/ ✓ / 

/ ,, 
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Copy 
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. 

KETTLEMAN HILLS FACILITY 

WEEKLY INSPECTION PROGRAM 

Dates of Inspection: 
9127115 Through I0/3/15 

Last Date of Revision: 06/15 



EXHIBIT A 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
Kettleman Hllls Facility 

Weekly Inspection Program 

Processing/Landfill 

1.0 Facility Support Activities 
1.1 Laboratory .~...................................................................................................................... 1 
1.2 Equipment Shop.L.........................................................................................................2 
1.3 Truck Scales and Sampling Station..r.......................................................................;......3 
1.4 Truck Wash .. !'..... ; ............................................................................................................ 4 
1.5 Administration and EMD Tech Office .., ......... ; ............................................................... 5 
1.6 Facility Maintenance ..1 .................................................................................................... 6 

2.0 Storage and Treatment Units 
2.1 Drum Storage Unit .....t.............................:....................................................;................ 7 
2.2 PCB Storageirransfer Unit., ........................................... : ............................................... 8 
2.3 Bulk Storage Units • Phase I and 2..~.............................................................................. 9 
2.4 Final Stabilization Unit .L.............................................................................................. 10 

3.0 General Facility Inspections 
3.1 Security Devices..., .......................................................................................................... 11 
3.2 Meteorological/ Air Monitoring Systems .. i................................................................... 12 
3.3 Surface·water Management System ..! ............................................................... : ............ 13 

4.0 Landfill Disposal Units 
4.1 Landfill B-!7.! ...................................................... , ............................................................ 14 
4.2 'Landfill B-!8.J. ....................................................................................... : ........................ 15 
4.3 Landfill B-19 (Class l) .. ~ ................................................................................................ 16 
4.4 Surface Impoundment P-9..~ ........................................................................................... 17 
4.5 Surface Impoundment P-14.J.......................................................................................... 18 
4.6 Surface Jmpoundment Pl 6.. l.. ...... ; ............................................. _.................................... 19 



Equipment/Structure 
Item 

Sample Management 

First-Aid Kit #2/Blood Borne 
Patb=en Kit 
Emergency Showers and Eye 
Wash Units (3) 

Fire Extinguishers, 

Fire Blanket 
Site Generated Waste 
Container(s) 

Main Lab 
Lab Sample Sea Train 

Facility Gates: 
1,16, 17, and 18 

Inspection 
Element 

Observe if proper disposal procedures 
are in use. 
Check for accessibility 

Check units to ensure proper operation 
Check for accessibility, 
Check for adequate water 
pressure/supply 
Check protective plastic covers for 
damage or deterioration 

Check for presence and physical 
condition of identification sign(s) 

Check for accessibility and mounting 
Check for accessibility 

Check for swelling, corroded, 
damaged, open, or leaking 
containers 
Check containers and tank for: 
- Proper labeling 
- Containers with accumulation start 

dates have not exceeded 90 day 
accumulation 

- PCB containers with accumulation. 
start dates have not exceeded 30 days 
accumulation. 

Check for proper lock function 

Inspector's Signature: /4,/J
~ 

Acceptable Comments 
Yes No 

(W) 
/ 

(W) / 
... 

(W) 

(W) / 
(W) X 

RW0171W5Rl· 
5 

(W) 

/ 
(W) 

/ 
(W) / 
(W) / 
(W) 

/ 
(W) 

/ 
(W) / 

Revised: 09/12 

' 
' ' Date anci Time oflnspection: 2 I 'J() I c'.'.>:" j;/-:J.Rf' Time 

!:,,.I,., u-1 I A
Page I 

' 
EOUIPMENT/PROC_ESS/UNIT NAME: Laboratory

INSPECTION CHECK LIST 
· 

7 77 
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EXHIBIT A 
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EXHIBIT B 

·No. 17845 KETTLEMAN IDLLS FACil,ITY 
Daiiy Inspection Program 

RE~DIAL WORK ORDER 

Issue Date: ~-/~:,. I---2_1,,{!-< 

Issue Time: L ~>-,>~.-~:.. ·c--"') 

Inspection type:.~1~7!~~m:%~~red3\e lQ be completed: ·O. 
Weekly IX{IBG~; ~; (24h.rs)To ·~ ~omp!eiei! by issue Ume on date: 

•,,; "('',l~,:,,;•h ,,;.• <-,-. • • ,,• ,.• ,_' •• ;:• :,.",.,• C 

Monthly'~--~ 

12 

REMEDIAL ACTION REQUIRED TO CORRECT PROBLEM 

~\ -~' .- .·.>:~ .-': 

U,l{~.~l'q:'~3·;tn hr:s) To ~ completed by issue time on date: 
ROt:mN~ ,1; (l w~ek) T~ be completed by issue lime on dale: 

' .. ;; , ....... ·> ....,... \!, • -... ··. . . . . . , . 

·:·· _., ·..-.. ~-~. 
To Be Completed By General Manager (or Designee) 

iiACTION CANNOT BETA.KEN BY YOUR DEPARTMENT, FILL OUT NEXT UNEW.~~:iere~~19: (~~t( ; · .· · ______ Date: ________MWO#: 

Tq'lie. Completed By Individual Who Completes The Remedial Action 

9.#~ WorkWasCOMP.LETED:-,-~~---~~ Name(s): _____________________ 

:)'1,1/IE: If wo~k.Was !¢.fi!ired !Cl another dOpartmenl, transcrib.e the name(s) of the person(s) who performed the work as documented 
~r{ihe ~omp!~4¥~n~riailc~W9rk Onler. 

REVIEWEDBY 
Si~o.ture or CkneruJ Mllnager (or Designec'sJ 

Date 

To Be Co/Tlp!eted By F11eili1y lnS"~ction 

Re-inspected By: 
·uc'\I J.L ReinS!'«'~<lll Daie: • 

• Dcpnnment Au.i,~mcnl Index 

[i] DDU/DSU/PCB (4J Rectivlng (7} Engineering [ 10) S.curl1y White Copy - Original 
[21 t,,ndfill . •·· .. •[l] Laboralory [8] Eq11ip111irl1 Shop 111 JHt"llh <md StJjtry Yello¥.• Copy - ln~pcc:tor 
(3 ]1'1cllilj Maint [6)EMD [9) Truck Shop I12) FSU/BSU s Pink· EMD Tracking 

c..:\jilthmtf,r,t•{)-flm1~draft rtl'i.ted ~I TR 



::;,\:',._.::i.:?/ ,'-: 

/;~~~;>,"• - ,, :, :[ '·/\),'.;'-\:{j;.j~'.~~~-J-:,J\:.:: 

EXHIBIT B 

REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

R~on extension is needed: 0/h,,Jt;w•t" ha,J 3-',t j'D ('rllJa ().. /}.lq6,cio 0() 

~.nld,~ (lf4'r-, so.w {'fair< &f,µ bu11 dOIY hi lw,s k:rr v'tnJtu-+i •.; cf 

I 

Specify expected tinie of completion. ~1~4~o~l"'J/~t,__________ 
Unit Designee (requesting extension). Cy I Vi' 1, lflrd,~ 

Extension Approved. 

J Yes Date extended to 

D No Reason. -------~---,,'>-~.------------~---

EMD Manager· ___..,· j Date. 'l /J.qb k ~ 
(orDesignee's) seeSDP ET-102A (} ~ 
~ ~ Ell 

Please return to EMD upon completion. 

-102Aatt!.doc 

HE:MO SHARED FILES\a.«J\INSPECTIONS AND RfMEOW. WORK ORDERS\RWO EXTENSION FORM DOC 



REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

EXHIBIT 8 

onse 

bin 24 Hours 
ENT#3 

ithin 72 Hours) 

Reason extension is needed: Sh,() 1& ((pt; I' ', ~ fJ< t,/1 ~ . ±io !'1 b 
m O.!:lcA II b,'\ \t), ill§ YcfA,r- l/b1f'Ya'j ShoW<r a11d 

(}-<l loe,, +J 1n l 1-h ,oi ft,.,:, 57> A- 0£ cPocKitiJ 

Specify expected time of completion: _.ulaJ.--f-/,_,,/~1.....c,.__________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): v'trd.io Dale: b zit~dnt h

Extension Approved: 

'¢•. Yes Date extended to: __('-C_,_/G_,1_,_I_~_________________~_ 

O No Reason: __________________________ 

EMD Technician: Date: --------p r1 _..,... n 
_EMD c...~ f.A..\..ut__ Date: Manager: c:·1.( 01 (1 (,

Please return to EMO upon completion. 

ET-102Aattl .doc 



REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

EXHIBIT B 

/7 '6'1$ 

lab 

ediate Res onse 
ENT#2 

hin 24 Hours 
ENT#3 

ithin,72 Hours) 

~) 

, l{)oi/tJ in Iv~ cflftb;,,, 5Z?-t1- , tJ(' all ,,,0!14?1 ,(rt«. 

Specify expected time of completion: ___,_.9,.,_
1 
,_,ft...;.W=---''u(.,,11________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): _2--+>"'-6"i1:uM.,____,VtCJµrd~,?'-.----~- Date: 

Extension Approved: 

')j( Yes Date extended to: ____:C_,-y_,_c-'-'t/"-,K'-'---..!./-"'(.;,________________ 

0 No Reason: __________________________ 

Date: _______EMD Technician: 

•' 
EMD Date: Manager: c,~90/1 S,

!'_lease return to EMD upon completion, 

•I02Aatt I,doc 



ithin 24 Houn 
#2 

EXHIBIT B 

I,.; 

Reasonextensionis.needed: Wi~~: ~lf~: l~::2 
Shou&: Clf6,ir ',~ ~d'"J Q,.ciJ~

~~= :::.1lhl~b vdfs 4rl 

Specify expected time ofcompletion: _ _,_ID,:,_,--,,4,-,.U=>-S---·_________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): --~="'!'-" . ...__<j?....,_.t/,,_1.,.-=-cd,;_,.,_·_____ Date: 'l.-/z ,d,-s:

Extension Approved: 

Yes Date extended to: __f'-'0=--,·,_/1_,,r,_/4._S____________________
l I 

D No Reason: --------------------------~ 

EMD Manager: ~ ,, Date: Ji/~l//;5 
I I (or Designee's) see SDP ET-1'&4 

Please return to EMD upon completion. 

102Aatt1.doc 

E:'EMD SHARED~~~REMEWJ... w~ORDERS"-RW'o EXTENStoN FORM.IX>C 



EXHIBIT B 

REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

onse 

bin 24 Hours 
ENT#3 

bin 72 Hours 
INE#l u/<AMtv 

Specify expected time ofcompletion: _.,,.,?c-il~I+'/[_,$'__________ 
' 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): _<]-=-tJ-·.,,o....0~_06......,.·...0 ¥0~--_____ Date:

Extension Approved: 

Yes Date extended to: --,-----L_'·-)~fG_!~I~_~___________________ 

□ No Reason: ____________________________ 

·r ('--,,.- r,EMD Manager: ·C\.,~\ ' i -c1 . , ~ 
(or Designee's) see SDP ET-10:ZA · 

Please return to EMD upon completion, 

It v2Aattl.doc 

E:\EMD SHARED FILES\EMO\INSPECTIONS AND REMEDIAL WORK OROERS\RWO EXTENSION FORM.DOC 



EXHIBIT B 
REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 

EXTENSION FORM 

onse 

in24Hours 
ENT#3 

bin 72 Hours 
#1 

Reason extension fa needed: __,$,...._..,b,,.h..,u,..r_.LY'.c...cpot"""i"'r-"":__.s'----1f<C14°'-'"""'"""j''ti·,,-=::tf.,_,,_~'l:,+'Po.,,~u,o_'J-,-.

C,-t?i"'~ ·
-1,r,Ju.D.LJj'-'b,c....,._______ 

tµ,.J dO/\Ch !,:,oh'':) I.rt loai:(ef ;A 1..A..h ,,6,:/1,M s-o{!+ 
I\ I • . I ,,no(K•'j "r<A e 

Spedfy expected time of completion: ~~1·::t:tfn~.~mtJ~~_ _:7:::ljjllJ.Jl1~4L_____ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): _c..·-~-"-:::..:e:;"'-¥-t'A-"""'--~=,..~94"'J""b"------- Date: q
I
}ap/13, 

Extension Approved: 

'\) Yes Date extended to: 
1

~Z-r~-'--1/;~_L/___________________ 
□ No Reason: ----::------,;c-----------------------

EMD Manager: ____.b..~-e---iR=~=·-""-------- Date: -e,,~~,.,..,.~--J/2 ifh -
(or Designee's) see SDP Ei<iiju 

Please return to· EMO upon completion, 

IJ2Aattl.doc 

E:\EMD SHARED F'ILES\EMD\INSP!:CTIONS AND REMEDIAL WORK ORDERS\RWO EXTENSION FORM.DOC 



REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM EXHIBIT B

edfate Res onse 
ENT#2 

hin 24 Hours 
ENT#3 

ithin 72 Hours) 

al \ ks90{)G,n_, octd-1. · 

Specify expected time of completion: _ _,/...,.04/'-l,/~,:-3_________ 
Unit Designee (requesting extension): _<]-"'-"'-'t)Mi)'.1.ud,..,.:,,._(g;..:.. :l:,,.d..L.~,1<M~'!,,_____ Date: 2./,/43!/s, 

t/f/,3 

Extension Approved: 

Yes Date extended to: ---'-/0-+·_O-'-'i-'-"I3'--·-·_________________ 

D No Reason: __________________________ 

Elv!D Technician: Date: -------

.EMD Manager: Dal~ _0_✓~0_1~/1_3___ 

Please return to EMD upon completio11. 

•I02Aatt I.doc 



---

-------

REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

EXHIBIT B 
1
WM. 
w••"-"'"°°'",.,.... 

ediate Res >onse 
ENT#2 

hin 24 Hours 
ENT#3 

ithin 72 Hours 

Reason extension is needed: $op1,lU.r- ([ /14' ,y ·1s flJlld,eJ ; ho1,i,Y1,\i,.- A.tu .ld.t,.,,, 

'y®fPW o\,L,1,L :ID h1jlw: ftio,-,~ ftP/ceJ-s rn s1k: Tem19c4y ao,+ -
Lt~LJJa5b '<- dt-wCh ho<i) ·1-, or,d(d 111 -flu. /a.b L;.J1+h,~-

5D -Pt ttf a { { lDOr/Qy tl rltt .S . 

Specify expected time of completion: _ ___a,2.,/,_,,-1-/,_,3.,__________ 

Unit Oesignee (requesting extension): -~-=,,.J"'l'-'i'Yf'="-"-_'~--="'7-"'-'------ . Date: tol'fDhZ 

Extension Approved: 

-0_ Yes Date extended to: ---~~~--------------~~f;l {Cc I :3 -
□ No· Reason: __________________________ 

EMO Technician: Date: 

Date: i(.{:ic{i l---
'' 
EMO Manager: 

· Me return to EMO upon completion. 

L", f-102Aatt1 .doc 



EXHIBIT B 
UMIIB:Il])lIAlL Wl(])JruK OmJJE~ 

lEX'l!1EN§Ill(])N JFl(])Jrul,11 

EN'l!'#2 
24l lHlii111in 

EN'Jl' #3 
!tllnii!i '11, lEI®llin ) 

J!!.l[])IIJ'll'l!NlE #]. fr'-'; ICJ<)!,, ~U 

l..l.!.!.!!lt~llnfl:::::.1111.!..!~'W~~~lk.~______1-2/~t-:./../L</!.l.!!L~=--/-o~-2/..£!:!../..£.9.-

Reason extension is needed: ;:,.G..t.:...-h'--"o:..::~_:__._:,_ _._{1.,fff'.!A.""il..!...-_....!.h.e:Ct,..S,__,.\u.ui=!.L-fl,4J.<OS~;t.'.!..lp~o'!..cw~:...__..1,.C.i..,J if-,'..!:. ~·..l,~A.~--
r'.b, o,,clt. c{_30-rd1~ o,., (t'.l,.6 v'U11 oc-llA. Ylhf2c4fj 

al\ ae(o,S. 

Specify expected .time ofcompletion: _ul1>,,,/c,,3"'/,µl,c.:7,,=-----------

Unit Designee (requesting extension): <::i2., ;jO,O, ~t& Date: '-/ /23 /rz,.• 

Extension Approved: 

@· Date extended to: -~/l~">_i/'-1~2--_______.:,.___________ 

No Reason: _________________________ 

EMDTechnician: _________________. Date: _______ 

Fllfl) Manager: 

c:\files\wp\fonns\iwofrm.doc 

i .se return to EMD upon completion. 



-------

EXHIBIT BREMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

ediate Res onse 
ENT#2 
hin 24 Hours) 
ENT#3 
hin 72 Hours) 
TINE #1 

iz.h/ro 

Reason extension is needed; ~i="-"'-'r--""--'"'--""'-'-""'"'-'-':....__LJ.-pl!L..---'--"=""--.L.==--~&£L_cfrt?--&1 @d ,sho@c cqarc hv:, t76t bwi ____ 

,,:}/'!/ t!Ot be.. wm1uk✓• tJrJbl /{ dt.d.s(M ~ 

/ab 

Specify expected time of completion: -t-+½~3,_,,~/_:z.o~1_-z..__________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): "JZyn p.. 2-tr Date: (2-/'0//J 

Extension Approved: 

Yes Date extended to: __1.,_'-(-'-/."--=1-=-c.:-'-'--1'L_______________~----

O No Reason: ------------~---------------
EMO Technician: Date: 

EMD Manager: Date: i1{t.'3 ( I I 

-~e return to EMD upon completion. 

t. T-102Aatt !.doc 



mediate Res onse 
GENT#2 

Within 24 Hours 
URGENT#3 

ithin 72 Hours 
l\'E #1 

--- EXHIBIT BREMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM 

Reason extension is needed: °#")d&lq O-Orl i'::f\Ov-o/ Cff,;1.k hti 9> om \:inn 
'?[1'.ol\9\td /lNi 101\\ on-\- loe_ coMplt:\:<d \lot,\ o.. cll@&loo 

Specify expected time of completion: ------"U."4'laLl!..j\µ1_,__\--~------

Unit Designee (requesting extension): "2 tf"" ~S. 

Extension Approved: 

'ff.. Yes Date extended to: _ ___:_12-==.-L'3:::.:I.L!.:.\l___________________c__ 

D No Reason: __________________________ 

EMD Technician: Date: _______

!:MD Manager: 

·e return to EMD upon completion. 

L i'-102Aattl.doc 



10 

ediate Res onse 
ENT#2 
hin24Hours 
ENT#~ 

hin 72 Hours 

EXHIBIT 8 
REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 

EXTENSION FORM 

' 
Reason extension is needed: . ~, ,,?l¼h 't 6h.cw'4::: dfBtc 

. Ju.. 

CD01,<2 IL k,{ Vilt-,'/ (ah bv; \4,i~ ;. L ('(_,f'\-od»ly/N, .J Cc,:isShvci::, QQ C.Cd'i>ID<:J Ji ' .

Specify expected time of completion: _7...../'-"2,""1'--+,/_,_,11__________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): ~AA 4/4-S 
,/· - /'vt.if:: 5l1\J ..... ~ ,,,,,~ ..Extension Approved: r ~-c--b&" ·1c~. 1

..i.. i t~.~·~·

/ G.•h' r~\,,l.t.• '" fir,,' 
;ri-- Yes Date extended to: _L~~_7+-/-,i_.i-+-1/____________________ 

D No · Reason: --------------------------
EMD Technician: Date: _______ 

P'"DManager: 

1Se return to EMD upon completion, 

ET-102Aatt1.doc 



EXHIBIT 8 

r-~-------
ilNAft._"____, 

· REMEDIAL WORK ORDER 
EXTENSION FORM . 

ediate Res onse 
ENT#2 
in 24 Hours 

ENT#~ 
in 72 Hours) 
lNE#l 

ithin 1 Week z 
~-~sonextensionisneeded: 6,\<. {Yl11'V\Hr:JW!U ha) l oor. ba.tl ::bau fv subm,+ 

c,,,J o(I< flu t () 11 4,i, ,b, 
l

~\\ atf1i-.t±01 tn f:s 11,c a wa & '6;k mai11 &aaa 

Specify expected time of completion: ___._.5'-J}~1,-}~z,.,o,.,11_________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): ~-(jn.t?- ~-'~!-$ Date: t.,lu/J,1 

Extension Approved: 

i$.- Yes Date extended to: ___O_'i'-1.(c-'-·_,1'-'-1_1__________________ 

0 No Reason: ----'-----------------'-----------

) Technician: Date: _______

EMD 
.• 

Manager: Date: GH: 'U3 ,/1 I 

Please return to EMO upon completion. 



EXHIBIT B 
JruEMIJE]l])ITAJL wOm( 1m1miEJR 

IEX1!1EN§l[IDN lF!Dll@1! 

Reason extension is needed: __.,\..u)CJ..01LC..1e\L,..__--'\1~a..,tz.__..Lou.o::l::Q.._~la«!:S&j.(l"-----''1~brl..!v,L_....Jh,l5!__j6i;zhf.!.fM...tl-~MM~~s.G~O,..&fl1-~-

c»J. o\:hv 

Specify expected time ofcompletion: _ _._3...,)µ1-1}_,_11,__________ 

Unit Designee (requesting extension): Cv, IA. ~.L~ · Date:tJ'J 

Extension Approved: 

@: Date extended to: __c_1~/_u..J.I_{\__________________ 

No Reason: ------------------------"--

EMDTechnician: _________________ Date: _______ 

F¼O Manager: 

.se return to EMD upon completion. JAN 2 5 2011 

c:\files\wp\fonns\rwofnn.doc 

1 



EXHIBIT B 

JUMJEill!IAJL WORJK: ODIEJR 
IEX'Il'IEN§ITON JFO]W;1[ 

UJRGIEN'll' #1 

GIEN'll'#3 
itln!Jm 72 Ill!olD!n · 

Reason extension is needed: ':x\=i~\lLlJll:lJ.Jb,...·\/\""~"ltif-----'-(\""l...,1'-"d,_S,,___:1))....,__be,.""""~_LC.>..ludl.l.D"-l\.l.""-',--"-;'°''-'----,.oll-y;-"'dv:u:.,:~:h:>..!.L~---

.0;-J, J,a,S :-\1'-l -Plou,) . ·,/\ ohn,1,.,\.t,r-5. G,-i'.\ 'l)lMf> on aallifl:j A flvmbu 
()~ 12../20 :¼, fl 0.. I', a ,_ \\i"° -.!(\,,_ I Ii> 1-UJ<'. ACt 'O 12::: 1211 \ r.::, QCK ..,::,, f'.\-0 \- k 

oMJ -lo &'\ill', \)(\;:., \ ':) ll '\.V"<j ,t-0\\. 

Specify expected time of completion: _,_,/}f--1..__i./'-l-,£_,_,1D'-'----------'-

Unit Designee (reCjllesting extension): 2 t)''~ ~r6 . Date: 12/1 ,;/a 

Extension Approved: 

Date extended to: ___O_l-'--H_,_1_1__________________ 

No Reason: ----------------~-----------

EMDTechnician: ___________________ Date: _______ 

Manager: __'i)..LI.=,,L\.o:::;C_Q:,,...7--1~=--\.,=\.,U=JL=-_______..i;;f:w~!TeREtflate: (~{(.,,I 10 

hease return to EMD upon completion. DEC 1 '8 2010 

c:\files\wp\fonns\rwofrm.doc 



WASTE TRANSFER LOG No. 79858 
Date: q,10-(( 
Offilite Manifest Number: 

~ 
Role~ Signature: 

.. 
Receivmg Signature: 

ACC!JM. TIMI! GENERATOR MANIFEST PROFILE QUANTI'l'YI MOVED MOVED ......NUMBER.S REIACK REPACK m.tl'nES TO 
DATI! NlJMBER NUMBER 1lNJTS FROM TO ID LOcAT!ON 

~- ..,.;:~ .. '·'·. ··' '·"· '' .,, , .. ~-•--:·,···· \ ~-- -·: ' ,•.:;•:,, ,:,~.,, . ' ·'f.';;" - '·"·1 :·: ,···· ·. ',.•; ; ..; ',,;:''':;-~• ·:_,·.._.--y:J_,..; -·!:~'f ;:.,••..:•.. -,, : -.. , . ',,, 
~ , (' LJ.>. ,..,,,r-- .,,, '7 'lin'4 ~:!l.'i'il. I r-..&- I ~.t,,. ~-· I 

- Vfcr{-1> 

RESULTS OF ANALYsis REQUIRED BY WASTE ANALYSIS PLAN PRIOR TO WASTE MOVEMENT 
Sanmlo #: INo Sample Required Per WAP # : I 2 3 •15)6 7 8 9 10 I>50% Debri, Y N >60mm y N <6,75 ft. Y N. 
Ph,.;o.l s- Solid Liquid Flammability Potc,,tW: NEG POS P=tSolid: " . NIA 
Appcanmcc: Qxidiur Screen: NEG POS Den,ity: lbs/G NIA 
pHi'aper: 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Sulfide Scr,en; NEG POS LWCT: /,.T 'F P9 P14 Pl6 BIT NIA 
pH Motor. Cyanide s ... oo: NEG POS SET: /,.T 'F Recipe: NIA 
WatorMh: /,.T 'F SOL Palnt Filter Tc.,t PASS FAIL NIA PC&: Analyst: Dw: 
Radiation Screen; BK.OD POS Vi.nble Oil.: NEG POS NIA Other: 
Tht wute: atn:am bu been tested - 11 

~ in..:..tcordm::c with the WAP and i, acccptable to move.. , · Profile Expint!on; 

T'\ ~ ' 

Authorized Signature: I Dato, ~ -_70--(C° Tteaiment Code: Unit 

"I certify under penalty oflaw that 1have paonaUy examined and am familiar with the treafme:llt t.cchnology and operation of the treatmen1: ptoeess used to support this 
certification BOO that, hued oo my lnqui,y of those individuals immediately r,apomiblo fur obwmng !hi, infonnatioo, I belim, that the treatment proce.,,, bas bee, ope,. 
al:ed and maintained properly so u to COil:ltliY with the pe:riot::mance levels and/or technologies Speeified in CCR Title 22, Chapter 30, Article 41 or 40 CFR Part 268 Sub-
part D and all applicable prolu'bitions set forth in 4-0 CFR 26,32 or ROA Section 3004 (d) without impdDnisaible dihrtion of the prol:u'bited waste. I am awue·tha.t there 
are significant pe:naltics for submitting a .fitlJc ce:rti:ficatiou, including the possibility of fine and Jmprlsonment" ' 

Signatm.: Date: 

HIBITC vf\ ~X

/4 ,,....... 



EXHIBIT C 

(page intentionally blank for double-sided printing) 



. ·,.\'/D, l 9/30/15 
T' .ie )O:lij:2.1 

• • 1· 

Chemicai Waste Management 
DrlAII Inventory ir. Mfst/5,'!(luence Order 

KHF, KETTlEMAH HlLLS•'rACILITY 
, ,1:J.s-· i~Mtilti; R7J7RPT 

Receipt No: 000821515 
Transporter: CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT INC 
Trailer No: 

Date!1'!n!'!n . ·. , : ~/)j)/15 'Wl ....: . · 
Date/Time Unloaded: 7"-;Jtl-f [ ~M 
Date/Time Out .. , : ---

=--=--====;,- ----Generator I Manifest#-Seq I Profile - Waste Description I Fed Waste Code I State Waste Codes I pH 

p;;;;:;;;·c;;.ies - I Customer 1eon1 Hand-, Fo~ l Profile ITarget IManifest ICounted I . Cont /Cell,-LP-,PCB________ _ 

;;;;,"' ..,,, ..,..,..:~•~,,.,;;, ; I , ..~ ;lf;,.,:;u;::,:;, ;,•~; s:,~, ,O; "~ J , o 
1~~~;--~_1J1,1JI.~Ki5/ '~~-f~;,;:6

- erh ~-J~ t-' .l. ..ri~--------~cb~~~= 
Sampled By: _____________ 

Total Piece Count: (J!}r._ 

~~--=-



. ,.. 
EXHIBIT C. . . ' , ...... ,~ .,. \ I 

-. 
' .. 

.. 

... 
.,,..-:-_.. "'IC• .. ••·.. :,•. , ~--•~'·· . ' 

lu,tilfmJPl11l!QD:. ~: ." · Nama,,;· Z-:-£' ·,~,. ~:. i:...:..·. ' 
.. <-• \ : "',, •,.:• ' _: '., ••. ~-•~"•""•• (I 

1. airibl:lm;ilOWJMiJJilHr;r."HBil'.prlmitr;aa'1-1'~ ' • __,t.--. •• 
.' . ' . \ ··. . .. .: " ,, ""' ,' \ .. 

' .· '2- ·ai,m,,1~~;e~.ii:' • • . . ...... ' ", ~-4 ..- ,,, ,. •, ... . 
3. D~lav1uJIIDJ'ldld~~->:·· ·". ,,.. .. ' . ,,, ' ~ . 

\ .... .• ~ \ ,. ' ..' 

4. ~oLllavobeiin.-ia.,,.1t · ·4&· 
5. D~~~,-~1m.te1-i~ . ,•. ' ' •' . . ' . . . '· .. ,·· •" 

445 
• ~ I "' ., •6: JlJllilhi,i ~'off~ ~ ... ·...• ·.· ' .-

7. CJ,ptai dnnml. . hUlllll BIU1bap ~~ ' . ~ 
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Picture of hood where PCBs are handled in CWMI KHF Lab: 

Picture of waste container used for PCB waste in CWM KHF Lab: 
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.Event Type: General Meeting/Training 

A meeting/training session was conducted on the date indicated i!bove. Participants were provided the 
opportunity to ask questions throughout the discussion. The agenda items covered during this 
meetin trainin session are listed below: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

7. 
8, 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

%1 ' 
I ,,; t~. 

1. 
2. 
3. \ ' 

4. 
5. 

I hereby certify that each employee listed above has satisfac(ori!y completed the session agenda item(s) as 
outlined on this document as applicable. 

~ ·vw,M ~lt'l 
Faci!iKName s;ep~ 

· Facilitat~r• s Signature SDP/H&S si~off sh':"t.doc 

I{ettleman Hills Facility 
Meetingffraining Completion RecordCOPY 

·Unit: (ajp D~te & Time of Completion: cl/~1,q /I :'19<.M 



KETTLEMAN HiLLS FACILITY 

Title: Liauld/Lim•ld Extraction of Aaueous Solutions for PCB Analysis INumber: LAB-311 IChan•e Number: 4 

18,0 WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Waste management practices are conducted consistent with all applicable rules and regulations. 
Ext:ess reagents, samples and method process wastes are disposed ofin an accepted manner. 
Waste description rules and land disposal restrictions are followed. Waste disposal procedures are 
incorporated by reference to IAB-101. The following waste streams are prod_uced when this 
method is carried out:-

136996: PCB CONTAMINATED LIQUID (RCRA) 

EB9972: PCB CONTAMINATED LAB WASTE (TSCA RCRA) 

NOTE: PCB waste is to be removed from the laboratory within 30 days ofstaH 

accumulation date. All PCB waste containers must be labeled with an 

appropriate ML label (The size of the mark shall be at least 15.25 cm (6 

inches) on each side. If the PCB AHicle or PCB Equipment is too small to 

accommodate this size, the mark may be reduced in size proportionately down 

to a minimum of5 cm (2 inches) on each side). 

19.0 METHOD MODIFICATIONS: 

SDPltem 
Number Method I Item Number Change 

12.9 3510C/7.5 
Method requires 1-2 minutes of 
shaking. This procedure calls for 
shaking the separatory funnel for 3 
minutes. 

12.10 3510C/7.6 

Method calls for allowing the organic 
layer to separate from the water 
phase for a minimum of10 minutes. 
This procedure calls for allowing the 
organic layer to separate from the 
water phase for a minimum of5 
minutes or until complete visible 
separation ofthe water and organic 
layer has been achieved which can 
take uv to 10 minutes. 

12.12 35J0C/7.7 
Method calls for three extraction 
steps. This procedure calls for 4 
extraction stevs. 
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Nef, Tiffany@DTSC 

From: Verdin, Reyna Reyes <rverdinl@wm.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2017 2:50 PM 
To: Ne/, Tiffany@DTSC 
Cc: Lynch, Philip@DTSC; Kenefick, Andrew M; Henry, Bob; Sook, Jim 
Subject: RE: CWMI KHF Requested Documents 

Tiffany, 

We currently only have one employee who works in the PCB area of the laboratory, which is the individual that was 
trained. The other lab technicians perform qualitative tests and do not work in the PCB area of the laboratory so they 
were not retrained in those procedures. 

Thank you, 

Reyna Verdin 
Environmental Manager 
Kettleman Hills Facility 
rverdin1@wm.com 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
35251 Old Skyline Road / P.O. Box 471 
Kettleman City, CA 93239 
Office: 559 386 6151 
Mobile: 559 832 0868 

From: Nef, Tiffany@DTSC [mailto:Tiffany.Nef@dtsc.ca.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2017 2:37 PM 
To: Verdin, Reyna Reyes <rverdinl@wm.com> 
Cc: Lynch, Philip@DTSC <Philip.Lynch@dtsc.ca.gov> 
Subject: RE: CWMI KHF Requested Documents 

Hello Reyna, 

Thank you for your quick response to my phone call request yesterday. I appreciate it. I do have one question 
for you. Am I reading correctly that there is only one worker that received re-training in the lab? If so, please let 
me know so I can specify in my report that there is only one lab worker. If not, are there more lab workers who 
have received the re-training and has been documented elsewhere? I will need those documents as well if that 
is the case. 

Thank you, 

TIFFANYNEF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST 
ENFORCEMENT AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE DIVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL 
15 1 5 TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
CLOVIS, CALIFORNIA 9361 1 
(559) 297-3959 
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From: Verdin, Reyna Reyes (mailto:rverdinl@wm.com) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2017 2:15 PM 
To: Nef, Tiffany@DTSC <Tiffany.Nef@dtsc.ca.gov> 
Cc: Kenefick, Andrew M <AKenefick@wm.com>; Henry, Bob <bhenry3@wm.com>; Sook, Jim <jsook@wm.com> 
Subject: CWMI KHF Requested Documents 

Good afternoon Tiffany, 

As per your phone request on April 3, 2017, attached is the information you requested in response to the "other'' non-
compliance report submitted to DTSC by Chemical Waste Management Inc- Kettleman Hills Facility (KHF) on October 2, 
2015 and the subsequent voluntary disclosure policy letters submitted by KHF to DTSC on January 29, 2016 and 
November 18, 2016: 

• CWMI KHF_TrainingRecord_160203-This file contains the training record for the employee in the department. 
Please note that this employee was trained on KHF Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Lab-311 Revision 4; 
Section 18.0 of Lab-311 Rev 4 ls included to document the applicable section of training. 

• CWMI KHF_PCB Waste ReminderBulletin_170405 -This file include photos of the reminder bulletins that are 
p~sted in the Work area of the laboratory where PCB waste is handled. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you, · 

Reyna Verdin 
Environmental Manager 
Kettleman Hills Facility 
rverdin 1 @wm.com 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. 
35251 Old Skyline Road / P.O. Box 471 
Kettleman City, CA 93239 
Office: 559 386 6151 
Mobile: 559 832 0868 

Recycling is a good thing. Please recycle any printed emails. 
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